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EXHIBIT A 

Infringing copies of the copyrighted works identified below have been found on the YouTube.com 
website at the URLs l'st d below. as II as at D/he URis , , w, r 

Title of URL where Infringing Date 
Infrin2ed Work Work Found Posted 

PREMIER LEAGUE WORKS 

Chelsea v Tottenham. httn:/Iwww.youtube.comlwatch?v kXtjVVqeZwM April 7.2007 
April 7. 2007 

Arsenal v West Ham, hnl2:1/www.youtube.comlwarch?v=dMOcgftTSYU April 7, 2007 
April 7. 2007 

Arsenal v West Ham, http://www.youtube.com/walch?v G07EHjzCPNU June 7. 2008 
April 7, 2007 

(re·posred) 

Portsmouth v hrt~ :lIwww . you tube ,com! walch? v=aBOPb3 Ri M 01 April 8, 2007 
Manchester United, 
April 7,2007 

Watford v htto:l/www.youtube,com!watch?v=900wOOdihrc April 1 D, 2007 
Portsmouth, April 9, 
2007 

Fulharn v Manchester http://www.yourube,com!watch?v oy ITJ2SXVD April 9, 2007 
City, April 9, 2007 

Bolton v Everton, httg://www .~outube.comiwatch?v=03 c TR 7UkG7 g April 9, 2007 
April 9, 2007 

Liverpool v Wigan, http://WVIW.youtube.com./watch?V''''wqw8K99gwHI April 21, 2007 
April 21. 2007 

Fulham v Blackburn. http://www. youtube.com/watch?v-BT aBc2 W A yGY April 22, 2007 
April 2 I , 2007 

WeSl Ham v Everton. http://www.youtube.comlwalch?v tDaEBP2FkNM April 21, 2007 
April 21, 2007 

Manchester United v http://www.youtube.comfwatch?v=pjLvEaCpZyO April 22, 2007 
Middlesbrough. April 
21,2007 

Tottenham v Arsenal. hllQ ://www. youtu be. com/watch ?V"" 1 HOxS2dy8j g April 21, 2007 
April 21, 2007 

Tottenham v Arsenal, hltp:/Iwww.youtube.comfwatch?v niPBCyl GMNk April 21,2007 
April 21, 2007 
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Chelsea v Bolton, htto:llwww.youtube.comlwa[ch?v=X8 7eCHcbJs April 2S, 2007 
April 2S, 2007 

Everton v Manchester hltp;/Iwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=ov3FxCriZdc April2S,2007 
United. April 28, 
2007 

Middlesbrough v hnp·/Iwww.youtube.com!watch?v-=aF7x03HZ2Yw April2S,2007 
Tottenham, April 28, 
2007 

Middlesbrough v http·/Iwww.yourube.comlwatch?v=XdOTw6xdaG8 M=h IO,200S 
Tottenham, April 28, 
2007 

(re-posted) 

Wigan v West Ham, http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=sRTIJOkdTxpg April 2S, 2007 
April 28, 2007 

Arsenal v Fulham, http://www.youlube.com!watch?v dEBSlzmdBag April 29. 2007 
April 29, 2007 

Liverpool v Chelsea, http://uk.youtube.com!watch?v njZz OeWlsE August 19. 2007 
August 19,2007 

Liverpool v Chelsea, hnp:lluk.youtube.com/watch?v-=4fOheMW6w9M August 21, 2007 
August 19. 2007 (re-
posted) 

Liverpool v Chelsea, http://uk. youtu be.comlwatch? v= Y I EWO 3 OzyMo August 21, 2007 
August 19,2007 (re-
posted) 

Liverpool v Chelsea, http://uk.youtube.comlwatch?v=pbAa9JUe-oQ August 22. 2007 
August 19,2007 (re-
pested) 

Liverpool v Chelsea, http://uk.youtube.comlwatch?v=56R6CnPnwTo August 26. 2007 
August 19, 2007 (re-
pested) 

Liverpool v Chelsea, btte·[luk.youlube.comlwalch?v 3KdseQafeHw August 27, 2007 
August 19, 2007 (re-
pested) 

Liverpool v Chelsea, http://uk.youtube.comlwatch?v=MeB I bD652 yc August 28, 2007 
August 19, 2007 (re-
pested) 

Liverpool v Chelsea, http://uk.yeutube.comlwatch?v=8HFtLggrSxO August 30. 2007 
August 19,2007 (re-
pested) 
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Manchester United v http://www.youtube.com/watch?v nY2I2H8pUgU August 26, 2007 
Tottenham, August 
26,2007 

Manchester United v http://www.youtube.com!watch?v=N400z aF3xc May 17,2008 
Tottenham, August 
26, 2007 (re-posted) 

Manchester United v http://www.youtube.com!watch?v==qbZTX9XgvXA August 27, 2007 
Tottenham, August 
26, 2007 (re-posted) 

Manchester United v http://www. youtube.comlwatch ?v==sJ-I AJ9uA UO August 27, 2007 
Tottenham. August 
26.2007 (re-posted) 

Manchester United v httj:1;:I/www.:i0urube.com/watch?v 8c aATOMUgM August 28, 2007 
Tottenham. August 
26,2007 (re-posted) 

Manchester United v h!!Q:lfuk.youtube.com!watch?v=5gj8hAEZf 0 August 28,2007 
Tottenham, August 
26, 2007 (re-posted) 

Manchester United v http://uk.youtube.comfwatch?v==cHWZWOHkMSv August 3D, 2007 
Tottenham, August 
26. 2007 (re-posted) 

Manchester United v http://uk.youtube.com!w3tch?v=nX2Go002Z g August 3D, 2007 
Tottenham, August 
26, 2007 (re-posted) 

Tottenham v Arsenal, http://www.yautube.com/watch?v=SR6sSphhTmU September 15. 
September IS, 2007 2007 

Tottenham v h!!o:/lwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=Ig4pQLwMKtc September, 16, 
Arsenal. September 2007 
15,2007 (re-posted) 

BOURNE WORKS 

Inka Dinka Doa http://wvvw.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkukCCSThN8 February 23, 
2007 

Inka Dinka Doo h!!o:/lyoutube.comlwatch?v Ert30-HQbcU August 16, 2006 

Inka Dinka 000 h!!o:llyoutube.comlwatch?v=sCNFe ruIXg March I, 2007 

Let's Fall In Love htlp:/lwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=oN9KaEDDP J 0 December 13, 
2006 

Lees Fall In Love hUp:/lwww.youtube.comlwatch?v==WgFxBY YkXI January 27. 2007 

Let's Fall In Love http://www.youtube.com/\V8tch?v sFoILRcM-Gk March 21, 2008 

3 
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(re-posted) 

Let's Fall In Love htt!;!:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=Twv LluBgPO February 25, 
2007 

Let's Fall In Love h!!Q:/Jwww.yourube.com/walch?v=Pn3rSLPIgvA March 23.2007 

Popcorn h~:/Jwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=aSB9y!:!YKIWE November 15, 
2006 

Popcorn http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=TKI7TcjigwO August 17,2006 

Popcorn httg:!/www. youtube.com/watch?v=Pc30r Y n Y21 0 June 16, 2006 

Popcorn (re-posted) htwllwww.youtube.comlwatch?v~QumKuo6meE December 10, 
2007 

Popcorn htmJlwww.youtube.com!watch?v=A85TskjfGxo July 4, 2006 

San Antonio Rose h~:/Iwww.youtube.comJwatch?V=dOrhI62iJxs October 21. 2006 

San Antonio Rose httrl:llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=mHgyc7VrYTA August 27, 2006 

San Antonio Rose http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=PTuIF1MEMaY October 27, 2006 

Smile httE:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=7r9gwAZnI64 July 15,2006 

Smile (re-posted) htt!;!:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=OkOOPxHtggc April 26. 2008 

Smile http://WWw. youtu be.com/watch?v= I jccOo3 D W-8 December I 7. 
2006 

Smile httrl:/Iwww.youtube.com!watch?v=Y2eLkOOmok July 06, 2008 

(re-posted) 

Smile http://www.yourube.comlwatch?v=zTWsUjup03U January 27. 2007 

Smile htn2:llwww.yourube.com/watch?v==zTWsUjuI203U January 27. 2007 

Far Away Places http://www.yourube.comlwatch?v=RN8054yGJ6A February 23, 
2007 

Far Away Places http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=dr2h5u2zykM July 27, 2007 

Confessin' (That I http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZnLOJ590ks July 17,2007 
Love You) 

Confessin' (fhat I http://www.youlube.com/watch?v=WtESztkjFEO July 16. 2007 
Love You) 

Confessin' (That I http://www.yourube.comlwatch?v=aa2vTi38gSA October 15.2006 
Love You) 

Confessin' (That I hll!2:llwww.~ourube.comlwatch?v=KA24Sg I K Y s July 21, 2008 
Love You) (re-
posted) 

Confessin' (That 1 hnQ:!/www.~outllbe.comlmtch?v=6Ag?fOT9Cijg August 02. 200T 
Love You) 

4 
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MURBOWORKS 

Black Magic Woman http://WWW.yolltuhe,comlwatch?v=FOwSAFUEI gk October 12, 2006 

Black Magic Woman hUI;!:llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=8ngDiBlvnRM January 04, 2008 
(re~posted) 

Black Magic Woman http://www.yourube.comlwatch?v=OMjMPOb2kJY July 15,2006 

Black Magic Woman h!!Q:/lwww-.you[uhe.comlwatch?v=x80awArX5UY February 09. 
(re-posted) 2008 

Black Magic Woman http://WWW.yollrube,com!watch?v=ltqF9q-H3cE December 20, 
2006 

Black Magic Woman http://'W\V\.1/.youtube.com/watch?v=OIDROKrOOOc March 21. 2008 
(re-posted) 

CHERRY LANE WORKS 

Afternoon Delight hnp:/lwww.youruhe.com/watch?v=X5axMyJ -Z8 November 19, 
2006 

Afternoon Delight hng:llwww.youtuhe,com/watch?v=eaHYvkjH QY February 03, 
(re-posted) 2008 

Afternoon Delight http://www.youtube.com/watch?v FfoinnTh690 June 25. 2008 
(re-posted) 

Afternoon Delight hUp:llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=wSWYMIXIR20 August 12, 2007 

Afternoon Delight httg:llwww.yoll[ube.comlwatch?v=5FGgfluvHVE August 24, 2007 

Thank God, I'm a http://www.youmbe.com/watch?v=WRgcYDdzgik May 4, 2007 
Country Boy 

Thank God, I'm a http://www.yourube.com/watch?v=793xdkdz-zA September 25, 
CountI)' Boy 2007 

Thank God, I'm a http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEoTYCIGizM February 27. 
Country Boy 2007 

Thank God, I'm a http://www. youtube .com/watch?v=7 A9uZRD I Ohc January 19.2008 
Country Boy (re-
posted) 

American Beauty htm:/ I~outube. comlwatch?v= XffvG I Kp6z8 August21,2007 

American Beauty (re- http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=fsZONbfupJg March 16. 2008 
posted) 

American Beauty http://youtube.comlwatch?v=KmnHFYZXygk October 16. 2006 

Soul Bossa Nova http://youtube.com!watch?v=eBPdrvyCz6s October 18. 2006 

5 
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Soul Bossa Nova http://youtube.comlwatch?v hi PgWrR.KOY 4 September 25, 
2006 

Soul Bossa Nova htto:/lyoutube.comlwatch?v=iDOwwVmN2Vc February 7, 2007 

Soul Bossa Nova htrn·J!youtube.comlwatch?v=JGsfI KN5tO June 16,2007 

Strawberry Letter #23 http://youtube.comlwatch?v=uSDH2tmAxtO September I, 
2007 

Strawberry Letter #23 h!!I!::!lwww.:i0utube.comlwatch?v-50i4kBHXujE August 18, 2008 
(re-posted) 

CAL IV WORKS 

If You're Going http://www.youtube.com!watch?v=LGrLzguIIWk July 3, 2007 
Through Hell 

If You're Going ht!o:/Iwww. youtube.comlwatch ?v=::xlhfJ yefCv k July 2, 2007 
Through Hell 

If You're Going http://www.youtube.com/watch?v 0 50FK.HkTYM May 12,2008 
Through Hell (re-
posted) 

If You're Going h!!o:/lwww.youtube.com/watch?'E::!.Yf-ff7mSR8 June 28, 2007 
Through Hell 

If You're Going htm:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v ajtrUC2LDI March 24, 2008 
Through Hell (re-
posted) 

If You're Going http://www.youtube.com!watch?v N K.i4TyXjflvf August 5, 2006 
Through Hell (re-
posted) 

If You're Going http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=zTgPI HA YhO December 3D, 
Through Hell (re- 2007 
posted) 

If You're Going httg:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v PiXvLQvXUIw July 8,2007 
Through Hell 

If You're Going http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=D6ETF63wWMO October 16, 2007 
Through Hell 

If You're GOi[)g httQ:llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=aDgg WXzdTPY September 13, 
Through Hell 2007 

Sharing The Night httQ:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v 6IkNx2bDpzM March 12, 2007 
Together 

Sharing The Night httQ:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=8dYHsJ2F 4 January 10,2008 
Together (re-posted) 

6 
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Sharing The Night bttg·lIwww.youtube.com/watch?v-jODROtoOKQs June 10, 2007 
Together 

Sharing The Night http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElbczVEgiy4 July 10,2007 
Together 

TURWORKS 

Certain YouTube URLs accessed and/or posted on dates previously provided to Defendants in 
prior proceedings in Robert TUT an individual dlbJa Los Angeles News Service vs. YouTube, 
Inc. Case No. CV 06-4436-FMC (AJWx). 

RHO WORKS 

Bali Ha'l bttQ·{jwww.youtube.com/watch?v=3uFPvrwvf-4 June 18,2007 

The Carousel Waltz ht!J?:lIwww.youtube.com/watch?v=HvN3vjZHN Y July 13,2007 

The Carousel Waltz httrl:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v nMb NMX8zbQ May 5, 2008 
(re-posted) 

Climb Ev'ry http://www.yoUlube.com/watch?v=Jd9dbMyJBeE July 9,2007 
Mountain 

Climb~v'ry htto:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v CkYzcV4K710 November 15, 
Mountain 2006 

Do-Re-Mi httE:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=zL2MQTuWk4g February 8, 2007 

Do-Re-Mi http://\oV'NW. youtube.com/watch?v=PXT I B20zvkM November 18, 
2006 

Edelweiss http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UKkvEObQxM August 5, 2007 

Getting 10 Know You http://www.yoU[ube.com/watch?v S N jroffKg June 29, 2006 

STAGE 3 WORKS 

Walk This Way http·{jyoUlube.com!walch?v=aBwcydLLDOg March 9, 2006 

Dream On http://www.yourube.com!watch?v=RF8VLPgIMWo June 20, 2007 

Dream On (re-posted) http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v Pax76olTunO April 26, 2008 

Dream On ht9;!:lIwww.youtube.comlwatch?v UNCPhOCtOFQ Man:h 11,2007 

Dream On (re-posted) hup:llwww.yourube.com!watch?v=WEkLOgOaUGO January 4, 2008 

Dream On bt~ ·{jyourube.com!watch ?v=h V 4 kpOk3 I!bg September 27, 
2006 

Back in the Saddle http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkYn8TdFS90 December 24, 
2006 

7 
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Sweet Emotion httI!://www.youtube.com/watcn?v=PFX46G9xGR8 June 23, 2006 

Sweet Emotion http://www.youtube.comlwalch?v=blgNLLlOTSc July 27. 2006 

Sweet Emotion (re- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ePFFMfsnlk December 9, 
posted) 2007 

Sweet Emotion http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=53nh61eSexo February 7, 2007 

Sweet Emotion (re- http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=47GFyYmrvgs August 17, 2008 
posted) 

La Grange hrm:llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=oONOFOgTMgY May 20, 2006 

La Grange (re- httg:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=VDi~IXtKLk August 22, 2008 
posted) 

La Grange hug ://www. youtuhe.comlwatch?v=x.waj ey AD7 A January 7. 2007 

La Grange httg://www.yourube.comlwatch?v=KWQPfAeJOTO February 15, 
2007 

La Grange (re- httg:II'NWW.youtube.comlwatch?v=iSQrnAM6DgyI January 27, 2008 
posted) 

Tush httQ://www. youtu be.com/watch ?v=O-z2SU -7Dhw August 27, 2006 

Tush (re-posted) httQ://www.youtube.com/watch?v-NmeBbkw5ulk August 2. 2008 

Tush httQ:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=Pvr8b4B3gyo May 21,2007 

Tush hrm://www.youtllbe.com/watch?v=i5QmAM6D~1 January 27,2008 

Sharp Dressed Man h~://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=ksYUo 1 tfuvY April 16,2007 

Legs http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=ZH5imDXKlzs November 14, 
2006 

Gimme All Your httg://www.yourube.comlwatch?v=:PCglcOOffHM September 30, 
Lovin 

, 

2006 

GimrneAll Your hlt])://www.youtube.com/watch?v ophg-mAzihS March 11,2007 
Lovin 

EBMMCo WORKS 

I'd Do Anything For httg://www. youtube.comlwatch ?v=M7PuJazm 9V g June 5, 2007 
Love (But I Won't 
Do That) 

I'd Do Anything For ht!J;!:/Iwww. :loutube.comlwatch ?v=O RiOg ie8x Y c July 20, 2007 
Love (But I Won't 
Do That) 

8 
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God Bless the Child http·llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=jywoMum03mk May 13,2007 

God Bless the Child http://www.youtube.com/walch?v=e7Qnxz2fijQ June 3, 2006 

God Bless the Child http://www.yourube.com/watch?v=DzgpniSgN98 March 27, 2007 

BIENSTOCK WORKS 

The Revolution Will http://www.youtube.com/watch?v GPvmCoHSwo April 30, 2007 
Not Be Televised 

The Revolution Will http://www.yoUlube.comlwatch?v=ssQGHVlsZ-Y May 22, 2008 
Not Be Televised (re-
posted) 

ALLEY WORKS 

I get the Sweetest http://www.yoUlube.com/watch?v C-H1HcGgROU May 5, 2007 
Feeling 

I get the Sweetest hrtp://www. youlu be.com/watch?v iIslklBOd M December 6, 
Feeling (re-posted) 2007 

X-RAY DOG WORKS 

Here Comes the King b!1P:llwww.youtube.com/walch?v=CfdBDgv-gFg June 6, 2007 

Here Comes the King bttp:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v CrGz-P 81ss July 23, 2008 
(re-posted) 

Here Comes the King http://;loulube.comlwatch?v IQk-PEXTg4g July 14, 2007 

Here Comes the King http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v~QfkTKB1OarO March 29, 2008 
(re-posted) 

Dethroned http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czXPNvX9Rvo January 25, 2007 

Dethroned (re- htto://www.youtube.com/watch?v==-MOMOcV8IRAc May 14,2008 
posted) 

Dethroned (re- http://WW'N.youtube.comlwatch?v asdyxuYbvgs August 18, 2008 
posted) 

Dethroned (re- http://www.youtl.lbe.com/watch?v==ojY g KSbyfLk June 3D, 2008 
posted) 

Dethroned htill://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHLlIJOo-bA May 16, 2007 

Dethroned (re- http·U\WIW.yolltuhe.com/watch?v=t7JDOEO-aD8 March 24, 2008 
posted) 

9 
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Dethroned (re- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v AcO-60Smmvg December 28, 
posted) 2007 

Dethroned (re- http://www. youtube.comlwatch?v= Jay WI ifeDdI June 03, 2008 
posted) 

FFTWORKS 

Roger Federer v http://www.yourube.comlwatch?v=WWlvjvCidGM July 6, 2007 
Nicolay Davydenko, 
June 8, 2007 

Ernests Gulbis v Tim htto:/Iwww.youtube.com/watch?v OK630bDgRrw September 3, 
Henman, May 29, 2007 
2007 

Ana Ivanovic v Maria http://www.youtube.comiwatch?v-MftePg4uLdO July 26, 2007 
Sharapova, June 7, 
2007 

THE MUSIC FORCE WORKS 

Stuck on You htt(;!:/Iyoutuhe.comlwatch ?v=Q-L 7 of 1 So H Y October 3, 2006 

Stuck on You (re- http://www. youtu be.com/watch?v= Y q LgXg-ONkk April 19,2008 
posted) 

What You Won't Do http://YQutube.comiwatch?v-gtm3K TnZZg April 22. 2007 
For Love 

What You Won't Do http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xc4Jg2KxpD8 February 12, 
For Love (re-posted) 2008 

What You Won't Do http://youtube.comiwatch?v=m9EwK8hbF3s September 29. 
For Love 2007 

10 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION PREMIER
LEAGUE LIMITED, BOURNE CO. (together
with its affiliate MURBO MUSIC
PUBLISHING, INC.), CHERRY LANE
MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.,
CAL IV ENTERTAINMENT LLC, ROBERT
TUR d/b/a LOS ANGELES NEWS SERVICE,
NATIONAL MUSIC PUBLISHERS’
ASSOCIATION, THE RODGERS &
HAMMERSTEIN ORGANIZATION, STAGE
THREE MUSIC (US), INC., EDWARD B.
MARKS MUSIC COMPANY, FREDDY
BIENSTOCK MUSIC COMPANY D/B/A
BIENSTOCK PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALLEY MUSIC CORPORATION, X-RAY
DOG MUSIC, INC., FÉDÉRATION
FRANÇAISE DE TENNIS, THE MUSIC
FORCE MEDIA GROUP LLC, THE MUSIC
FORCE LLC, and SIN-DROME RECORDS,
LTD. on behalf of themselves and all others
similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,

v.

YOUTUBE, INC., YOUTUBE, LLC and
GOOGLE INC.,

Defendants.

07 Civ. 3582 (LLS)

DEFENDANTS’ ANSWER TO SECOND
AMENDED CLASS ACTION
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL

Plaintiffs and their class action lawyers challenge the protections of the Digital

Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) that Congress enacted a decade ago to encourage the

development of services like YouTube. Congress recognized that such services could not and

would not exist if they faced liability for copyright infringement based on materials users

uploaded to their services. It chose to immunize these services from copyright liability provided

they are properly responsive to notices of alleged infringement from content owners.
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- 2 -

Looking at the online world today, there is no question that Congress made the correct

policy choice. Legitimate services like YouTube provide the world with free and authorized

access to extraordinary libraries of information that would not be available without the DMCA –

information created by users who have every right to share it. YouTube fulfills its end of the

DMCA bargain, and indeed goes far beyond its legal obligations in assisting content owners to

protect their works.

Defendants YouTube, Inc., YouTube, LLC and Google Inc. (collectively, “Defendants”),

by their undersigned attorneys, hereby answer Plaintiffs’ – The Football Association Premier

League Limited (“Premier League”), Bourne Co. (“Bourne”), Murbo Music Publishing, Inc.

(“Murbo”), Cherry Lane Music Publishing Company, Inc. (“Cherry Lane”), Cal IV

Entertainment LLC (“Cal IV”), Robert Tur d/b/a Los Angeles News Service (“Tur”), National

Music Publishers’ Association (“NMPA”), The Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization (“RHO”),

Stage Three Music (US), Inc. (“Stage 3”), Edward B. Marks Music Company (“EBMMCo”),

Freddy Bienstock Music Company d/b/a Bienstock Publishing Company (“Bienstock”), Alley

Music Corporation (“Alley”), X-Ray Dog Music, Inc. (“X-Ray Dog”), Fédération Française de

Tennis (“FFT”), The Music Force Media Group LLC, The Music Force LLC, and Sin-Drome

Records, Ltd.’s (collectively, “Music Force”) (and collectively, “Plaintiffs”) – Second Amended

Class Action Complaint (the “Complaint”), as follows:

NATURE OF ACTION

1. Defendants admit that YouTube LLC and Google today operate an online service

called “YouTube” which can be accessed at the website www.youtube.com. Defendants deny

that they have knowingly misappropriated and exploited Plaintiffs’ property for their own gain

without payment or license to the owners of the intellectual property. Defendants are without
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information sufficient to form a belief as to the remaining allegations of paragraph 1 of the

Complaint, in part because such allegations are not simple, concise and direct averments as

required by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(e), and on that basis Defendants deny such

allegations.

2. Defendants admit that the Plaintiffs purport to bring claims on behalf of a class

that consists of copyright owners (together with the owners of exclusive rights in sound

recordings protected under the state law). Defendants deny the remaining allegations of

paragraph 2 of the Complaint.

3. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 3 of the Complaint.

4. Defendants admit that the YouTube service is popular, having millions of users as

of July 2006. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 4 of the Complaint.

5. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 5 of the Complaint.

6. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 6 of the Complaint.

7. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 7 of the Complaint.

8. Defendants admit that Google acquired YouTube, Inc. in a transaction announced

on October 9, 2006 and closed on November 13, 2006 and that YouTube has noted that it was

“one of the most talked-about acquisitions to date.” Defendants admit that at the time of the

acquisition, Google operated its own video site called “Google Video.” Defendants deny the

remaining allegations of paragraph 8 of the Complaint.

9. Defendants admit that Plaintiffs seek injunctive and other equitable relief and

damages, but deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to any such relief. Defendants deny the remaining

allegations of paragraph 9 of the Complaint.
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THE PARTIES

A. Plaintiffs

10. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 10 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

11. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations regarding the “re-posting” of specific content to the site, and therefore

deny those allegations. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 11 of the

Complaint.

12. Defendants are without sufficient information to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations of paragraph 12 of the Complaint concerning the knowledge or intentions of

users, and therefore deny those allegations. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of

paragraph 12 of the Complaint.

13. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 13 of the Complaint.

14. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 14 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

15. Paragraph 15 of the Complaint contains legal conclusions as to which no response

is required. To the extent a response is required, Defendants dispute Plaintiffs’ conclusions and

deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to any remedies. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or

information to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations of paragraph 15 of the

Complaint, and therefore deny them.

16. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 16 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.
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17. Defendants admit that Bourne identified five of the listed works in an Exhibit to

the original Complaint in this action dated May 4, 2007 and in the First Amended Complaint,

dated November 7, 2007. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 17 of the

Complaint.

18. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 18 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

19. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 19 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

20. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 20 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

21. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 21 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

22. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 22 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

23. Paragraph 23 of the Complaint contains legal conclusions as to which no

response is required. To the extent a response is required, Defendants dispute Plaintiffs’

conclusions. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations regarding the central purpose of the NMPA, and therefore deny them.

Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 23 of the Complaint.

24. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 24 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

25. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 25 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.
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26. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 26 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

27. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 27 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

28. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 28 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

29. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 29 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

30. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 30 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

31. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 31 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

32. Paragraph 32 of the Complaint contains legal conclusions as to which no response

is required. To the extent a response is required, Defendants dispute Plaintiffs’ conclusions and

deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to any remedies. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or

information to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations of paragraph 32 of the

Complaint, and therefore deny them.

33. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 33 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

B. Defendants

34. Defendants admit that the YouTube service became available to the general

public on or about December 15, 2005. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph

34 of the Complaint.
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35. Defendants admit that YouTube, LLC is a limited liability company organized

and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware and with its principal place of business at

1000 Cherry Avenue, San Bruno, California. Defendants admit that YouTube, LLC is a wholly-

owned subsidiary of Google and a successor to YouTube, Inc. Defendants otherwise deny the

allegations of paragraph 35 of the Complaint.

36. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 36 of the Complaint.

37. Defendants admit that Google is a publicly held corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of Delaware and with its principal place ob business at 1600

Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California. Defendants further admit that Google has a

place of business in New York State and the Southern District of New York at 76 Ninth Avenue,

New York, New York, and that on or about November 13, 2006, Google closed its acquisition of

YouTube. Defendants deny any remaining allegations of paragraph 37 of the Complaint.

38. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 38 of the Complaint.

39. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 39 of the Complaint.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

40. Defendants admit that the Complaint purports to state a claim under the Copyright

Act, 17 U.S.C. §§ 101 et seq. and under statutory and common law unfair competition laws, but

deny that any such claims have been stated and that Plaintiffs are entitled to any relief and

otherwise deny the allegations of paragraph 40 of the Complaint.

41. Defendants admit that the Court has subject matter jurisdiction over claims by

Plaintiffs in this action for alleged copyright infringement of their United States works that were

registered with the United States Copyright Office as of the institution of this action. Defendants
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are without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations of

paragraph 41 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

42. Defendants admit that this Court has personal jurisdiction over them for purposes

of this action. Defendants further admit that Google maintains an office and employs personnel

in New York State and in this District, and is physically present in this state. Defendants deny

the remaining allegations of paragraph 42 of the Complaint.

43. Defendants admit that this Court has personal jurisdiction over them for purposes

of this action. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 43 of the Complaint.

44. Defendants admit that venue is proper in this District.

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

45. Defendants admit that Plaintiffs purport to bring this action on behalf of

themselves and as a class action. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 45 of

the Complaint.

46. Paragraph 46 contains legal conclusions to which no response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 46 contains factual allegations, Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 46 of the

Complaint.

47. Paragraph 47 contains legal conclusions to which no response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 47 contains factual allegations, Defendants admit that YouTube, Inc. has stated in a

court filing that over 20 million unique visitors came to YouTube’s website during July 2006.

Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ mischaracterizations of YouTube’s press releases. Defendants are

without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in
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the sixth and eighth sentences of paragraph 47 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

Defendants admit that the quotations from a document dated on or about February 28, 2006 are

accurate, but deny Plaintiffs’ mischaracterizations of such language and document. Defendants

deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 47 of the Complaint.

48. Paragraph 48 contains legal conclusions to which no response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 48 contains factual allegations, Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 48 of the

Complaint.

49. Paragraph 49 contains legal conclusions to which no response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 49 contains factual allegations, Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or

information to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations of paragraph 49, and therefore deny

them.

50. Paragraph 50 contains legal conclusions to which no response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 50 contains factual allegations, Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or

information to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations of paragraph 50 of the Complaint,

and therefore deny them.

51. Paragraph 51 contains legal conclusions to which no response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 51 contains factual allegations, Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 51 of the

Complaint.
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52. Paragraph 52 contains legal conclusions to which on response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 52 contains factual allegations, Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 52 of the

Complaint.

ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

53. Defendants admit that YouTube is a popular service that enables users to upload,

view, and share video clips without charge. Defendants further admit that YouTube contains a

wide variety of material, that YouTube enables users to post and view material without charge

and that YouTube has grown rapidly since its founding in February 2005. Defendants are

without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations of

paragraph 53 concerning the growth rate of the service, its percentage of online video traffic and

the Nielsen/Net Ratings online video traffic data, and therefore deny them. Defendants deny the

remaining allegations of paragraph 53 of the Complaint.

54. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 54 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

55. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 55 of the Complaint.

56. Defendants admit that YouTube has received and complied with DMCA notices

from the BBC, JASRAC and Viacom. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of Paragraph

56 of the Complaint.

57. Defendants admit that the quotation from the document dated on or about

September 3, 2005 is accurate, but deny Plaintiffs’ mischaracterizations of such language and

document. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 57 of the Complaint.

58. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 58 of the Complaint.
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59. Defendants admit that the YouTube service has been localized for users in foreign

countries including Brazil, France, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, and the

United Kingdom. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 59 of the complaint.

60. Defendants admit they have an agreement with Apple to allow users to access

YouTube’s content through certain of Apple’s devices and services. Defendants deny the

remaining allegations of paragraph 60 of the Complaint.

61. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 61 of the Complaint.

62. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 62 of the Complaint.

63. Defendants admit that YouTube users are able to post comments in connection

with certain materials accessible through its service. Defendants deny the remaining allegations

of paragraph 63 of the Complaint.

64. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 64 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

65. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 65 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

66. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 66 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

67. Defendants admit that Google’s website currently includes a capability for users

to search for video clips and receive search results that include links to clips on YouTube’s

service. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 67 of the Complaint.

68. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 68 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.
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69. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 69 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

70. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to

the truth of the allegations of paragraph 70 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

71. Defendants admit that a list of URLs is contained within Exhibit A to the

Complaint. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 71 of the Complaint.

72. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 72 of the Complaint.

73. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 73 of the Complaint.

74. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 74 of the Complaint.

75. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 75 of the Complaint.

76. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 76 of the Complaint.

77. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 77 of the Complaint.

78. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 78 of the Complaint.

79. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 79 of the Complaint.

80. Defendants admit that the quotations from the document dated on or about June

15, 2005 are accurate, but deny Plaintiffs’ mischaracterizations of such language and document.

Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 80 of the Complaint.

81. Defendants admit that the quotations from the documents dated on or about July

10, 2005, August 9, 2005, and September 3, 2005 are accurate, but deny Plaintiffs’

mischaracterizations of such language and documents. Defendants deny the remaining

allegations of paragraph 81 of the Complaint.
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82. Defendants admit that they meet the notice and takedown requirements of the

Digital Millennium Copyright Act safe harbors. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of

paragraph 82 of the Complaint.

83. Defendants admit that the quotations from the documents dated on or about

September 7, 2005 and September 23, 2005 are accurate, but deny the Plaintiffs’

mischaracterizations of such language and documents. Defendants deny the remaining

allegations of paragraph 83 of the Complaint.

84. Defendants admit that the YouTube service enables users to designate video clips

as private and thereby limit the audience of persons able to see video clips they upload to that

service. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 84 regarding users’ supposed statements regarding private

videos and re-posting on the site, and therefore deny them. Defendants deny the remaining

allegations of paragraph 84 of the Complaint.

85. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 85 of the Complaint.

86. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 86 of the Complaint.

87. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 87 of the Complaint regarding

Defendants’ supposed non-responsiveness and delay in responding to notices from Premier

League. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the

truth of the remaining allegations of paragraph 87 of the Complaint, and therefore deny them.

88. Defendants admit that the content verification program tool malfunctioned on or

about October 28, 2008, during which time videos could not be removed using the tool.

Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 88 of the Complaint.

89. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 89 of the Complaint.
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90. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 90 of the Complaint.

91. Defendants admit there is a ten-minute time limit on clips uploaded to the

YouTube service. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 91 of the Complaint.

92. Defendants admit that they do not enable downloading of copies of clips available

through the YouTube service. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 92 of the

Complaint.

93. Defendants admit that the document dated on or about November 24, 2005

contains the language “copyright stuff,” “Family Guy, South Park, and full-length anime

episodes,” but deny Plaintiffs’ mischaracterizations of such language and document. Defendants

deny that there is a document dated September 3, 2005 with the language quoted. Defendants

deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 93 of the Complaint.

94. Paragraph 94 of the Complaint improperly references a privileged document

which Defendants have clawed back and no response is made to such allegations. Plaintiffs

should remove all references to this document from the Complaint. Defendants deny the

remaining allegations of paragraph 94 of the Complaint.

95. Defendants admit that the quotations from the documents dated on or about May

10, 2006 and July 17, 2006 are accurate, but deny Plaintiffs’ mischaracterizations of such

language and documents. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 95 of the

Complaint.

96. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 96 of the Complaint.

97. Defendants admit that there were communications between Cherry Lane and

Defendants on or about October 25, 2007, November 30, 2007, and February 19, 2008

concerning YouTube making certain technology available to content owners. Defendants are
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without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in

the last two sentences in paragraph 97, and therefore deny them. Defendants deny the remaining

allegations of paragraph 97 of the Complaint.

98. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 98 of the Complaint.

99. Defendants admit that the quotations from the New York Times article dated on or

about August 16, 2008 are accurate, but are without sufficient knowledge of information to form

a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations of the third sentence of paragraph 99 of the

Complaint, and therefore deny them. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 99

of the Complaint.

100. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 100 of the Complaint.

101. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 101 of the Complaint.

102. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 102 of the Complaint.

103. Defendants admit that the quotation from the Times (UK) article dated on or about

July 10, 2008 is accurate, but are without sufficient knowledge of information to form a belief as

to the truth of the remaining allegations of the third sentence of paragraph 103 of the Complaint,

and therefore deny them. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 103.

104. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 104 of the Complaint.

105. Defendants admit that they have entered into license agreements with a number of

major media companies. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 105 of the

Complaint.

106. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 106 of the Complaint.

107. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 107 of the Complaint.

108. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 108 of the Complaint.
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109. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 109 of the Complaint.

110. Defendants admit that they qualify for the protections of the Digital Millennium

Copyright Act and satisfy the requirements of one or more of the Act’s safe harbors. Defendants

deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 110 of the Complaint.

111. Paragraph 111 contains legal conclusions to which no response is required, but to

the extent a response is required, Defendants deny Plaintiffs’ conclusions. To the extent that

paragraph 111 contains factual allegations, Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 111 of

the Complaint.

112. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 112 of the Complaint.

113. Defendants admit that they have entered into license agreements with a number of

content companies. Defendants deny the remaining allegations of paragraph 113 of the

Complaint.

114. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 114 of the Complaint.

115. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 115 of the Complaint.

116. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 116 of the Complaint.

117. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 117 of the Complaint.

118. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 118 of the Complaint.

119. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 119 of the Complaint.

120. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 120 of the Complaint.

121. Defendants admit that they have announced and publicly-offered a video

identification technological solution to provide content owners with yet another tool to control

the use of their content online. Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to

form a belief as to the truth of the allegation that “in the meantime” other websites have
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implemented tools to block or filter uploads, and therefore deny it. Defendants deny the

remaining allegations of paragraph 121 of the Complaint.

122. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 122 of the Complaint.

123. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 123 of the Complaint.

124. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 124 of the Complaint.

125. Defendants admit that Google has not placed a bid with Premier League for

certain media rights to footage from football matches. Defendants deny the remaining

allegations of paragraph 125 of the Complaint.

126. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 126 of the Complaint.

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF

127. Defendants incorporate by reference their responses to paragraphs 1-126 as if set

forth herein.

128. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 128 of the Complaint.

129. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 129 of the Complaint.

130. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 130 of the Complaint.

131. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 131 of the Complaint.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF

132. Defendants incorporate by reference their responses to paragraphs 1-131 as if set

forth herein.

133. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 133 of the Complaint.

134. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 134 of the Complaint.

135. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 135 of the Complaint.
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136. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 136 of the Complaint.

137. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 137 of the Complaint.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF

138. Defendants incorporate by reference their responses to paragraphs 1-137 as if set

forth herein.

139. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 139 of the Complaint.

140. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 140 of the Complaint.

141. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 141 of the Complaint.

142. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 142 of the Complaint.

143. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 143 of the Complaint.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

144. Defendants incorporate by reference their responses to paragraphs 1-143 as if set

forth herein.

145. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 145 of the Complaint.

146. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 146 of the Complaint.

147. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 147 of the Complaint.

148. Defendants deny the allegations of paragraph 148 of the Complaint.

DEFENSES

FIRST DEFENSE (DMCA SAFE HARBORS)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part because Defendants are protected by one

or more of the DMCA safe harbors in 17 U.S.C. § 512.
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SECOND DEFENSE (LICENSE)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part by licenses, express and implied, granted

or authorized to be granted by Plaintiffs or others with rights to grant them.

THIRD DEFENSE (FAIR USE)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part by the doctrine of fair use.

FOURTH DEFENSE (LACK OF SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION)

The Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction in whole or in part.

FIFTH DEFENSE (FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM)

Plaintiffs’ allegations fail to state a claim for copyright infringement under federal,

foreign or state common law.

SIXTH DEFENSE (INNOCENT INTENT)

Plaintiffs’ damages, if any, are limited by Defendants’ innocent intent.

SEVENTH DEFENSE (COPYRIGHT PREEMPTION)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part by the doctrine of preemption.

EIGHTH DEFENSE (ESTOPPEL)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part by the doctrine of estoppel.

NINTH DEFENSE (WAIVER)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part by the doctrine of waiver.

TENTH DEFENSE (LACK OF STANDING)

Plaintiffs lack standing to pursue some or all of the claims they seek to pursue.

ELEVENTH DEFENSE (LACHES)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part by the doctrine of laches.
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TWELFTH DEFENSE (SUBSTANTIAL NON-INFRINGING USE)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part based on the doctrine of substantial non-

infringing use, although Defendants submit Plaintiffs bear the burden of proving the doctrine’s

inapplicability.

THIRTEENTH DEFENSE (FAILURE TO MITIGATE)

Plaintiffs’ claims are barred in whole or in part because Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate

its damages, if any.

FOURTEENTH DEFENSE (FOREIGN LAWS)

To the extent Plaintiffs seek to assert claims arising under or based upon the laws of

foreign countries, they have failed to identify any such laws or countries. Defendants may have

numerous affirmative defenses arising under such laws, but cannot identify them unless and until

Plaintiffs identify any foreign copyrights they purport to assert and foreign laws under which

they purport to bring their claims, and accordingly Defendants reserve their right to assert those

affirmative defenses in a timely fashion.

FIFTEENTH DEFENSE (PUTATIVE CLASS MEMBERS)

Defendants allege that this lawsuit cannot proceed as a class action. Should the Court

determine otherwise, Defendants may have numerous affirmative defenses and counterclaims

against individual members of any alleged class, and accordingly Defendants reserve their right

to assert those affirmative defenses and counterclaims in a timely fashion.
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RELIEF REQUESTED

WHEREFORE, Defendants respectfully request the following relief:

1. A judgment in favor of Defendants denying Plaintiffs and the putative plaintiff

class all relief requested in their Complaint in this action and dismissing Plaintiffs’ Complaint

with prejudice;

2. That Defendants be awarded their costs of suit, including reasonable attorney’s

fees; and

3. That the Court award Defendants such other and further relief as the Court deems

just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

In accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(b), Defendants demand a trial by jury on all issues

so triable.

Date: January 16, 2009
New York, New York

MAYER BROWN LLP

s/ A. John P. Mancini
Richard Ben-Veniste
Andrew H. Schapiro
A. John P. Mancini
Matthew D. Ingber
Brian M. Willen
MAYER BROWN LLP
1675 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
(212) 506-2500
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David H. Kramer
Maura L. Rees
Michael H. Rubin
Bart E. Volkmer
WILSON SONSINI GOODRICH & ROSATI PC
650 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, California 94304
(650) 493-9300

Attorneys for Defendants YouTube, Inc., YouTube,
LLC and Google Inc.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  X 
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION PREMIER 
LEAGUE LIMITED, BOURNE CO. (together 
with its affiliate MURBO MUSIC PUBLISHING, 
INC.), CHERRY LANE MUSIC PUBLISHING 
COMPANY, INC., CAL IV ENTERTAINMENT 
LLC, ROBERT TUR d/b/a LOS ANGELES 
NEWS SERVICE, NATIONAL MUSIC 
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ORGANIZATION, STAGE THREE MUSIC 
(US), INC., EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC 
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COMPANY, ALLEY MUSIC CORPORATION, 
X-RAY DOG MUSIC, INC., FÉDÉRATION 
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07 Civ. 3582 (LLS) 
(related case no. 07 Civ. 2103 (LLS), 
the “Viacom action”) 
 
 
ECF CASE 
 
 
CLASS PLAINTIFFS’  
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
 
 
 

 

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 and L. Civ. R. 56.1, the 

Class Plaintiffs shall move this Court, before the Hon. Louis L. Stanton, at the United States 

Court House, 500 Pearl Street, New York, New York, at a date and time to be set by the Court, 

for an Order granting partial summary judgment dismissing with prejudice Defendants’ First 

Defense (DMCA Safe Harbor Defense) asserted in Defendants’ Answer to the Second Amended 

Class Action Complaint, and for such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 
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 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that in support of this motion, the Class Plaintiffs 

shall rely on the accompanying Declaration of Elizabeth A. Figueira and the exhibits annexed 

thereto, the Class Plaintiffs' Statement of Uncontroverted Facts, the Class Plaintiffs’ legal 

memorandum, all pleadings and prior proceeding in this action and the related Viacom action, 

and to minimize duplication the additional evidence and arguments submitted by Viacom in 

support of its contemporaneous motion for partial summary judgment in its related action.  The 

materials referenced above are being filed under seal pursuant to the stipulated protective order 

in this case, pending court rulings and/or agreements by the parties with respect to unsealing. 

Dated: New York, New York  
March 5, 2010 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
/s/ Louis M. Solomon 
Louis M. Solomon 
William M. Hart 
Hal S. Shaftel 
Noah Siskind Gitterman 
PROSKAUER ROSE LLP 
1585 Broadway 
New York, NY 10036 
Telephone:  (212) 969-3000 
Email: lsolomon@proskauer.com 
-and- 
Max W. Berger 
John C. Browne 
BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER & 
GROSSMANN LLP 
1285 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10019 
Telephone:  (212) 554-1400 
Email: mwb@blbglaw.com 
Attorneys For Lead And Named Plaintiffs And 
Interim Class Counsel For The Prospective 
Class 
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Daniel Girard 
Aaron Sheanin 
Christina Connolly Sharp 
GIRARD GIBBS LLP 
601 California Street, 14th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94108 
-and- 
Gerald E. Martin 
Laurel Johnston 
BARRETT JOHNSTON & PARSLEY 
217 Second Avenue North 
Nashville, TN 37201 
-and- 
Kevin Doherty 
BURR & FORMAN LLP 
700 Two American Center 
3102 West End Avenue 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Attorneys for Cal IV Entertainment LLC 
 
David S. Stellings 
Annika K. Martin 
LIEFF CABRASER HEIMANN & 
BERNSTEIN, LLP 
250 Hudson Street, 8th Floor 
New York, NY 10017-2024 
Tel. (212) 355-9500 
Fax. (212) 355-9592   
-and- 
Jacqueline Charlesworth 
James E. Hough 
MORRISON & FOERSTER 
1290 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10104 
Phone (212) 468-8158 
Facsimile (212) 468-7900 
Attorneys for the National Music Publishers’ 
Association, Rodgers & Hammerstein 
Organization, Stage Three Music (US), Inc., 
Edward B. Marks Music Company, Freddy 
Bienstock Music Company d/b/a Bienstock 
Publishing Company, and Alley Music 
Corporation 
 
Christopher Lovell  
Christopher M. McGrath  
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LOVELL STEWART HALEBIAN LLP 
61 Broadway, Suite 501 
New York, New York 10110 
Telephone: (212) 608-1900  
Facsimile: (212) 719-4677 
-and- 
Jeffrey L. Graubart 
LAW OFFICES OF JEFFREY L. 
GRAUBART 
350 West Colorado Boulevard, Suite 200 
Pasadena, California 91105-1855 
Telephone: (626) 304-2800  
Facsimile: (626) 304-2807 
-and- 
Steve D’Onofrio  
5335 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. Suite 950 
Washington, D.C. 20015 
Telephone: (202) 686-2872  
Facsimile: (202) 686-2875 
Attorneys for The Music Force Media Group 
LLC, The Music Force LLC, and Sin-Drome 
Records, Ltd. 
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Andrew H. Schapiro, Esq. 
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Matthew D. Ingber, Esq. 
MAYER BROWN LLP 
1675 Broadway 
New York, NY 10019-5820 
Telephone (212) 506 2500 
Facsimile (212) 262 1910 
 
David H. Kramer, Esq. 
Michael H Rubin, Esq. 
Bart E. Volkmer, Esq. 
WILSON SONSINI GOODRICH & ROSATI 
650 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
Telephone (650) 493 9300 
Facsimile (650) 493-6811 
 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION 
PREMIER LEAGUE LIMITED, BOURNE 
CO. (together with its affiliate MURBO 
MUSIC PUBLISHING, INC.), CHERRY 
LANE MUSIC PUBLISHING 
COMP ANY, INC., CAL IV 
ENTERTAINMENT LLC, ROBERT TUR 
d/b/a LOS ANGELES NEWS SERVICE, 
NATIONAL lVIUSIC PUBLISHERS' 
ASSOCIA nON, THE RODGERS & 
HAMMER STEIN ORGANIZATION, 
STAGE THREE MUSIC (US), INC., 
EDW ARD B. MARKS MUSIC 
COMPANY, FREDDY BIENSTOCK 
MUSIC COMPANY d/b/a BIENSTOCK 
PUBLISHING COMPANY, ALLEY 
MUSIC CORPORATION, X-RAY DOG 
MUSIC, INC., FEDERATION 
FRAN<;AISE DE TENNIS, THE MUSIC 
FORCE LLC, and SIN-DROME 
RECORDS, LTD. on behalf of themselves 
and all others similarly situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

YOUTUBE, INC., YOUTUBE, LLC and 
GOOGLE, INC., 

Defendants. 

Case No. 07 Civ. 3582 (LLS) 

CLASS PLAINTIFFS' STATElVIENT 
OF UNCONTROVERTED 
MATERIAL FACTS IN SUPPORT 
OF THEIR lVIOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARYJIJDGMENT 

Redacted Pursuant to 

Protective Order at 

Request of Defendants 
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INTRODUCTION 

Class Plaintiffs (hereinafter "the Class" or "Class Plaintiffs") submit this Statement of 

Uncontroverted Material Facts ("SUF"), with references to supporting record evidence, pursuant 

to Local Rule 56.1. By reason of these facts, the Class Plaintiffs demonstrate that there is no 

genuine dispute that Defendants YouTube, Inc., YouTube, LLC, and Google, Inc. (collectively, 

"Defendants") do not satisfy one or more of the essential elements of their affirmative defense to 

copyright liability under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), 17 U.s.c. § 512 

(1998), with respect to the Class Plaintiffs. As a consequence, any other DMCA factual disputes 

that may exist have been rendered immaterial, and no genuine issues of material fact remain with 

respect to Defendants' First Defense (DMCA Safe Harbor) ("Safe Harbor Defense") asserted in 

Defendants' Answer to Second Amended Class Action Complaint. Pursuant to Rule 56 of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Class Plaintiffs thus are entitled to partial summary judgment 

dismissing Defendants' Safe Harbor Defense as a matter of law. 

In order to minimize the burden on the Court, Class Plaintiffs hereby incorporate, as if 

fully set forth herein, the Statement of Uncontroverted Facts submitted by the plaintiffs in 

Viacomlnt'l. Inc., etalv. YouTube Inc., etal, No. 07 Civ. 2103 (LLS). This separate SUF 

addresses other issues applicable to Class Plaintiffs. Except where otherwise noted, all materials 

cited herein are exhibits to the accompanying Declaration of Elizabeth Anne Figueira In Support 

of Class Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. For ease of reference, the tab of the 

Figueira Declaration containing the referenced materials is noted with each citation. 

1 
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1. The Class Plaintiffs include 
named plaintiffs The Football 
Association Premier League Limited, 
Bourne Co. (Together With Its 
Affiliate Murbo Music Publishing, 
Inc.), Cherry Lane Music Publishing 
Company, Inc., Cal IV Entertainment 
LLC, Robert Tur d/b/a! Los Angeles 
News Service, National Publishers' 
Association, The Rodgers & 
Hammerstein Organization, Stage 
Three Music (US), Inc., Edward B. 
Marks Music Company, Freddy 
Bienstock d/b/a Bienstock Publishing 
Company, Alley Music Corporation, 
Federation Frans:aise de Tennis, The 
Music Force LLC and Sin-Drome 

Ltd. 
2. Defendants are YouTube LLC, 
YouTube, Inc., and Google, Inc., 
which are affiliated entities involved 
in the management and/or operation 
of the Y ouTube website 

YouTub 
YouTube is a major media 

entertainment company, which has 
over 98 million visitors per month 
and more than 17.5 billion pageviews 
per month in the United States. 

Second Amended Complaint (11/26/08) ~~ 2,3, 10-33, 
45. (Tab 138) 

Second Amended Answer (1/16/09) ~~ 34,35,37. (Tab 
139) 

Google to Acquire YouTube for $1.65 Billion in Stock, 
Google Press Center, October 9, 2006 ("Founded in 
February 2005, Y ouTube is a consumer media 
company ... [that] has quickly become the leading 
destination on the Internet for video entertainment ... 
with 65,000 new videos per day were being uploaded 
daily." (Tab 134) 

October 9,2006 - Fair Disclosure Wire - Google To 
Acquire Y ouTube for $1.65 Billion in Stock - Final: 
"Y ouTube is a "global media platform.") (Tab 135) 

July 17, 2008 - Fair Disclosure Wire - Q2 2008 Google 
Earnings Conference Call - Final (Y ouTube is "a new 
form of video entertainment.") (Tab 136) 

"Y ouTube Fall 2009" 

2 

www.youtube.com
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4. Pri or to Googi e' s acqui si ti on of 
Y ouTube in October 2006, Y ouTube 
management recognized the vast 
amount of unlicensed copyrighted 
content on the website and its value 
in attracting users to the site. 

http://www.gstatic.com/youtube/engagementlplatform/a 
utoplay/advertise/downloads/YouTube InTheKnow.pdf 
[last accessed March 4, 2010] 
("July 2009: 98.1 million unique visitors, and 17.5 
billion page views per month ... 8.9 video views in July 
2009.") (Tab 148) 

C. Hurley Ex. 41 (JK00007416) (Tab 47) (Chen: if we 
remove all that content, we go from 100,000 views a 
day down to about 20,000 views or maybe even lower. 
the copyright infringement stuff. 1 mean, we can 
presumably claim that we don't know who owns the 
rights to that video ... who don't we just remove the 
XXX stuff for now?"). 

Dunton Ex. 5 (GO0001-00507535-GOOOOI-00507540) 
(Tab 15) (Dunton to "tunawarrior" [Steve Chen]: "I did 
a little exercise on friday and went through all the most 
viewed/most discussed [sic]/top favorites/top rated to 
try and figure out what percentage is or has copyrighted 
material. it was over 70%.") (p. 8) 

C. Hurley Ex. 33 (JK00005929) (Tab 45) (Chen: "first, 
regardless of the video they upload, people are going to 
be telling people about the site, therefore making it 
viral. they're going to drive traffic. second, it adds 
more content on the site. third, we're going to be adding 
advertisements in the future so this gets them used to it. 
i'm asking for a couple more weeks.") 

C. Hurley Ex. 38 (G00001-01424047-48) (Tab 46) 
(Chen: "but we should just keep that stuff on the site. i 
really don't see what will happen. what? someone from 
cnn sees it? he happens to be someone with power? he 
happens to want to take it down right away. he gets in 
touch with cnn legal. 2 weeks later, we get a cease & 
desist letter. we take the video down.") (GO0001-
01424047) 

Karim Ex. 25 (JK00009933-34) (Tab 62) (Karim: "I'd 
just remove the obviously copyright infringing stuff ... 
none of the most favorite videos are movies or tv 

3 
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5. Y ouTube management did not 
remove valuable copyrighted content 
from Y ouTube despite being aware of 
its extensive and unauthorized 
presence. 

shows. we're ok cracking down on this content. we'll 
leave music videos, news clip and comedy shows for 
now.") (JK00009933) (emphasis added) 

Karim Ex. 40 (JK00006166-6169) (Tab 64) (Chen: "In 
other news, jawed, please stop putting stolen videos on 
the site. We're going to have a tough time defending the 
fact that we're not liable for the copyrighted material on 
the site because we didn't put it up when one of the co
founders is blatantly stealing content from another site 
and trying to get everyone to see it.") 

C. Hurley Ex. 6 (G00001-00660582-83) (Tab 42) 
(Chen: "right, i understand those goals but, at the same 
time, we have to keep in mind that we need to attract 
traffic, how much traffic will we get from the personal 
videos? remember, the only reason why our traffic 
surged was due to a video of this type [the movies].") 
(G00001-00660582) 

Karim Ex. 38 (JK00007479) (Tab 63) (Chen: "That 
way, the perception is that we are concerned about this 
type of material and we're actively monitoring it. [But 
the] actual removal of this content will be in varying 
degrees. That way, ... you can find truckloads of ... 
copyrighted content ... [if] you [are] actively searching 
for it."). (emphasis added) 

Karim Ex. 25 (JK00009933-34) (Tab 62) (Karim: "I'd 
just remove the obviously copyright infringing 
stuff. .. none of the most favorite videos are movies or tv 
shows. we're ok cracking down on this content. we'll 
leave music videos, news clip and comedy shows for 
now.") (JK00009933) 

C. Hurley Ex. 38 (GOOOO 1-0 1424047-48) (Tab 46) 
(Chen states that content should remain on the site.) 

C. Hurley Ex. 41 (JK00007416) (Tab 47) (Chen states 
that Y ouTube can "presumably claim" that they are 
unaware of infringing content and wait for a DMCA 
notice). 

Karim Ex. 40 (JK00006166-6169) (Tab 64) (YouTube 
founder uploads unlicensed video to the site.) 

4 
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6. YouTube has been and is 
capable of identifying and removing 
copyright infringing and other 
"inappropriate" content from the 
website through, among other things, 
proactive searches by Y ouTube 
personnel and "community flagging" 
by users; it deploys such practices 
when removal corresponds to its 
financial interests. -

Karim Ex. 22 (JK00004969) (Tab 61) (Chen: "for these 
mixed videos with music backgrounds, will we get in 
trouble for them because the music is copyrighted? .. 
Hurley: I wouldn't be too concerned for now.") 

C. Hurley Ex. 6 (GOOOOI-00660582-83) (Tab 42) 
(Premium content causes user traffic to "surge".) 

C. Hurley Ex. 33 (JK00005929) (Tab 45) (Chen: "first, 
regardless of the video they upload, people are going to 
be telling people about the site, therefore making it 
viral. they're going to drive traffic. second, it adds 
more content on the site. third, we're going to be 
adding advertisements in the future so this gets them 
used to it. I'm asking for a couple more weeks.") 

Dunton Ex. 5 (GOOOOI-00507535-GOOOOI-00507540) 
(Tab 15) (discussing the percentage of copyrighted 
videos on YouTube.) 
Schaffer Ex. 12 (GOOOOI-00561567-82) (Tab 107) 
("Introduction to Content SQUAD, Google Sales 
Conference 2007") ("Community Flagging ... • Users 
police Y ouTube by flagging inappropriate content for 
review" 
• All flagged videos are reviewed by the Y ouTube 
Content SQUAD), 24 hours a day, 365 days a year 
• Flagged videos are routed into queues, team members 
are able to collaborate and escalate difficult decisions to 
higher tiers 
• 75% Of all flagged videos are reviewed within three 
minutes, most are reviewed within 30 seconds 
• Child pornography is typically flagged and removed 
within minutes of being uploaded 
• Pornography is typically flagged and removed within 
the first 100 views") (GOOOOI-00561577) 

Gillette Ex. 1 (GOOOOI-00757950) (Tab 27) (Gillette: 
"This content should be removed from the F AQ 
immediately. It in itself makes it so we are not protected 
by the DMCA: What are you doing to prevent content 
that violates your policies from appearing in YouTube?: 
We do a preliminary review on uploaded videos through 
both a manual and automated process. Although we try 
our best to detect and remove videos that violate our 
policy guidelines, our review process is primarily 
focused on removing adult content or obvious copyright 

5 
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7. For a brief period in September 
2005, YouTube's "community 
flagging" feature permitted users to 

violations, and is not bulletproof However, we 
encourage our viewers to notify us when they discover 
policy violations or copyright issues -- we have a 
process for reviewing reported policy violations, and 
respond to reported copyright violations under the 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act.") 

Schaffer Ex. 6 (G00001-00839895) (Tab 105) 
(Schaffer: "Hey guys, Weezer is on our list of content 
that we pro-actively scan for (as per the RIAA). We 
should probably de-feature this 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IU6sdCeY1 Q8 even 
though it's a cover band, it still needs to be cleared ... :( 
It'll probably wind up Copyright Reject w/ Strike next 
time we scan for W eezer.") 

Schaffer Ex. 8 (G00001-00840004-06) (Tab 106) 
(Y ouTube chart for tracking entertainment content 
proactively on the site.) _ 

Gillette Ex. 4 (GOOOOI-00839851) (Tab 28) (Gillette: 
"Need help with proactive scans [ ... J a list of all of the 
earlier infringement notifications that we have received, 
and I would like you to cycle through this once a day 
and search for their content on our site. If you see a lot 
for any of the content owners, you could also ask 
whoever is working that day in support to help you to 
ferret more out.") 

B. Hurley Ex. 7 (G00001-00629095) (Tab 40) (B. 
Hurley: "please reject any nudity/porn and any death 
videos, along with anything else that's glaringly 
inappropriate. As far as copyright stuff is concerned, 
be on the look out for Family Guy, South Park, and full
length anima episodes ... music videos and news 
programs are fine to approve.") 

Dunton Ex. 5 (GOOOOI-00507535-GOOOOI-00507540) 
(Tab 15) 

Gillette Tr. 94: 12-99:6 (Tab 32) (Explanation of 
YouTube review process) 

Karim Ex. 38 (JK00007479) (Tab 63) (Chen: "we've 
implemented a flagging system so you can flag videos 
as being inappropriate or copyrighted.") 

6 
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flag unauthorized copyrighted 
content, but Y ouTube discontinued it 
in order to claim ignorance of the 
copyright infringing content on the 
site. 

S. YouTube no longer undertakes 
proactive searches generally for 
copyright infringing content (but only 
for select partners). 

9. By exploiting unlicensed 
copyrighted material, Y ouTube' s 
founders/management effectively 
implemented a plan to derive 
financial benefits from both the 
operation of the site and the eventual 
sale of the site. 

C. Hurley Ex. 11 (JKOOOOS043) (Tab 43) (Chad Hurley: 
"can we remove the flagging link for 'copyrighted' 
today? we are starting to see some complaints for this 
and basically if we don't remove them we could be held 
liable for being served a notice. it's actually better if we 
don't have the link there at all because then the 
copyright holder is responsible for serving us notice of 
the material and not the users.") 

B. Hurley Ex. 3 (JKOOOOS393) (Tab 39) (Chad Hurley: 
"we took it down, because, as stated in the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act, we're only obligated to 
remove content when contacted directly by the 
copyright owner. We don't want random users to flag 
things as copyrighted because they don't own the 
content. ") 

Levine Ex. 10 (GOOOOI-00839903) (Tab 84) (Gillette: 
"Other than American idol and SNL, please stop the 
stop the scans so that we can spend more time on 
emai1.") 

Gillette Tr. 73 :22-74: 10 (Tab 31) ("A: I do not recall 
actually the -- the periods where we did proactive 
scanning when -- when exactly they were. Q: Do you 
recall when it -- well, did it ever stop? A: Yes, it did. Q: 
Okay. Do you recall when? A: I recall that it was pre
acquisition. I'm fairly sure. I do not recall how early on 
we actually decided to stop doing that. Q: Who at 
Y ouTube made that decision to stop doing that? A: I 
believe legal. It was a legal decision.") 

Google to Acquire YouTube for $1.65 Billion in Stock, 
Google Press Center, October 9,2006 ("Founded in 
February 2005, Y ouTube is a consumer media 
company ... [that] has quickly become the leading 
destination on the Internet for video entertainment." 
(Tab 134) 

Dunton Ex. 4 (GOOOOI-00507525-32) (Tab 14) (Chen: 
"concentrate all of our efforts in building up our 
numbers as aggressively as we can through whatever 
tactics, however evi1.") (GOOOOI-00507526) 

Karim Ex. 9 (JK00009871-72) (Tab 60) (Karim: "Our 

7 
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goal is to use funding to pursue a two-phased approach. 
First we will further grow our audience and reach to 
secure our position as the #1 place for personal videos 
on the internet. Then we will monetize the audience we 
have acquired by hosting video ads.") (JK00009871) 

c. Hurley Ex. 38 (GO0001-01424047-48) (Tab 46) 
(Hurley emphasizes that "serious traffic" will allow 
them to sell Y ouTube for "big money.") 

C. Hurley Ex. 12 (Tab 44) 
C. Hurley Tr. 107:14- 108:20 (Tab 49) (SPEAKER 1: 
"It was like pretty impressed. You're basically right. It's 
like anywhere on the Internet you have a little that can 
control and, you know, basically serve up ads, and the 
whole of things with tags and, you know, what our 
viewers have seen before the-flash. It's pretty -
SPEAKER 2: So if we get them involved, at what point 
would we tell them our dirty little secret, which is that 
we actually just ·want to sell out qUickly? SPEAKER I: 
Are you filming? You're going to actually have to erase 
this. SPEAKER 2: No. It won't be released until after 
the acquisition." MR. BROWNE: Q: Now, Mr. -- stop 
that. Now, Mr. Hurley, have you ever seen that video 
before? A: I don't remember it. Q: Okay. Did you 
recognize the two individuals that were on camera 
during that video? A: I recognize Steve and myself, and 
it sounded like Jawed's voice. Q: Okay. And it sounded 
like -- and Mr. Karim's voice on the video, you 
recognized that? A: It sounded like it. Q: Did you hear 
yourself say on -- on -- on that video that -- that you 
have to -- something like" we'll have to erase the file"? 
A: I mean, yeah, it seemed like a pretty sarcastic remark 
to his sarcastic comment.") 

8 
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10. The YouTube founders had 
extensive experience building internet 
businesses, and their explicit goal was 
to build an audience as quickly as 
possible to maximize value in an 
expected sale of the business. 

GooglePurchased YouTube After 
Failing to Succeed With A 
Competing Website and Adopted 
YouTube's Policies. 
11. Google acquired Y ouTube for 
more $l.65 billion in October 2006, 
because Y ouTube had attracted 
substantially more users than 
Google's competing website, known 
as Google Video. 

Karim Ex. 1 (Resume - PayPal employee 2000-2005) 
(Tab 59) 

Karim Tr. 16: 12-17:3 (Tab 65) 

C. Hurley Tr. 16:20-17:16 (Tab 48) (YouTube's 
founders had significant experience developing internet 
businesses through prior job experience at PayPal.) 

Ebay Press Release (October 3,2002) 
http://investor.ebay.comlreleasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=9 
1641 (Tab 133)(ebay bought Paypal in 2002 for $l.5 
billion) 

Google to Acquire YouTube for $1.65 Billion in Stock, 
Google Press Center, October 9,2006 (Tab 134) 

Schmidt Tr. 53:9-24 (Tab 110) ("Q And as best you can 
recall, can you tell us what reasoning you explained [to 
the Board]? A Sure. This is a company with very 
little revenue, growing quickly with user adoption, 
growing much/aster than Google Video, which was the 
product that Google had .... And we ultimately 
concluded that 1.65 billion included a premium for 
moving quickly and making sure that we could 
participate in the user success of YouTube.") (emphasis 
added) 

Kordestani Ex. 10 (GOOOO 1-0049602 1-62) (Tab 78) 
("Google Video ... Topics discussed at this GPS ... 
discuss competitive position vs YouTube and MySpace 
Video") (GOOOOI-00496023) 

Schmidt Ex. 2 (CSSU003560-86) (Tab 108) (Storm 
Duncan - Credit Suisse - Project Snowmass: "60% of 
total video streams on Yellow [codename for YouTube] 
website are 'Premium' ... 40% of total video streams 
non Yellow [YouTube] are non-Premium ... Non
Premium Content is user generated videos and is 
segmented between high value and regular content") 
(CSSU003570) 

Walker Ex. 14 (GOOOOI-00502527-54) (Tab 118) 

9 
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12. Prior to its acquisition of 
Y ouTube in October 2006, Google 
Video implemented policies and 
practices to identify and remove 
infringing content that appeared on 
Google Video through, among other 
things, proactive screening of 
uploads, when removal corresponded 
with its financial interests. 

("GV can be the best partner to content owners ... 
Respect copyrights of premium content owners (we 
should beat Y ouTube by improving features and user 
experience, not being a 'rogue enabler' of content 
theft")) (GOOOOI-00502536) 

GOOOOI-00923351-52 (Tab 152) (p. Walker: "I'll be 
attending a seminar on Wednesday (tomorrow) in 
Dublin with heads of several major sports teams and 
leagues. I would be much appreciated if you could have 
a quick look through the index and post on the sparrow 
page/take down any clearly infringing, official 
broadcast footage that you notice from these right 
holders below ... Liverpool Football FC ... Chelsea 
Football FC ... Manchester United Football Club ... 
Arsenal Footbal Club ... Sky Sports.") (GOOOOl-
00923351) 

Narasimhan Ex. 4 (GOOOOI-00794117-58) (Tab 93) 
(June 28, 2006 email and attached deck on GV review 
of illegal uploads. Narasimhan writes to Eun: "We catch 
around 10% of all online user uploaded videos during 
review. Of these approximately 90% is disapproved due 
to copyright violation, and the rest due to policy (porn, 
violence, etc.") (GOOOOI-00794737) 

Kordestani Ex. 10 (GOOOOI-00496021-62) (Tab 78) 
("Today - zero tolerance on copyright, violence and 
hate ... enforced with proactive screening before the 
video goes live ... reject mixed use if more than 50% is 
recognizable copyright") (GOOOOI-00496037) 

Eun Tr. 130:3-17 (Tab 26) ("Q: SO the existing policy at 
the time of this draft document was a zero tolerance on 
copyright as well as porn, violence and hate. And that 
was enforced with proactive screening before the video 
went live, correct? A: Yeah. I have no reason to 
dispute that what this is is the current policy was not, 
you know, was not anything but the current policy back 
then.") 

Patrick Walker Ex. 9 (Tab 117) (Bill Kipp: 
"Authoritative 3rd party data sources for movie titles, 
song lists, etc ... Patrick [Walker] create a nice list of 
sports-related content providers and subjects to help us 
with our search for unauthorized content ... Soccer 

10 
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13. Google analyzed YouTube prior 
to and during the acquisition process 
and concluded that Y ouTube 
contained and displayed substantial 
quantities of copyrighted material that 
was not authorized to appear on the 
site. 

(Football) Most Followed Leagues (use both 
league/competition names and team/club names) .. . 
English Premier League ... German Bundesliga .. . 
Scottish Premier League ... Tennis ... Top Competitions: 
Wimbledon, US Open, Australian Open, Roland Garros 
(French Open) ... ") (G00001-00313643-00313646) 

Eun Ex. 12 (G00001-00496651-54) (Tab 23) ("J think 
we should beat Y ouTube - and all competitors - but not 
at all costs. A large part of their traffic is from pirated 
content. When we compare our traffic numbers to theirs, 
we should acknowledge that we are comparing out 
'legal traffic' to their mix of traffic from legal and 
illegal content.") (G00001-00496651) 

Walker Ex. 14 (G00001-00502527-54) (Tab 118) 
(Google concluded that YouTube was a 'rogue enabler' 
of content theft.") (GOOOO 1-00502536) 

Schmidt Ex. 2 (CSSU003560-86) (Tab 108) (Credit 
Suisse Analysis had calculated percentages of Premium 
content.) (CSSU003570) 

Schmidt Ex. 8 (G00001-00496614-47) (Tab 109) 
(Content Acquisition Strategy Update: "Premium 
Content Owners ... perceive You Tube as trafficking 
mostly illegal content - it's a Video Grokster. ... 
YouTube is getting more traffic and engagement than 
Google Video today .... Qualitative research in 4 
countries reveals the reasons behind this ... YouTube's 
content is all free, and much of it is highly sought after 
pirated clips.") (G00001-00496619-20; GO0001-
004966330) 

Storm Duncan Ex. 13 (CSSU002686) (Tab 176) (Ullah: 
"Snowmass video analysis [of Y ouTube] ... Prem/rem 
... 63% ... Premium/removed- means the content is 
copyright (either in whole or in substantial part) and 
removed were links that were taken down.") 

Duncan 30(b )(6) Tr. 89:24-90:6 (Tab 177); 92:20-93: 17 
(Tab 178) ("A: My recollection of the 424 is that it's a
- it says at the top of the e-mail, 'Some manual analysis 
we did,' was that it was a study that the Google folks 
had performed studying, you know, a number of 
randomly generated or chosen videos, and that 424 is 

11 
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14. Google management recognized 
the risk of infringement liability 
arising from Y ouTube' s policies and 
practices, but nonetheless sought to 
expand its business by continuing 
those policies and practices. 

" content on its site and 

the number that they had randomly chosen and -- and 
were able to categorize with these subcategorizations." 
92:20-93: 17 (Tab 178) ("Q: And the premium/removed 
category includes content that is copyrighted in whole 
or substantial part, plus removed, which are links that 
were taken down; right? A: Yeah, that's how it's 
categorized here from -- from the Google folks. Q: And 
the no category is categorized here by 
the people from Google as no copyright but includes 
commercials, trailers, public service, prom os, and 
true UGC· 
Schmidt Ex. 2 (CSSU003560-86) (Tab 108) (Credit 
Suisse Analysis had calculated percentages of Premium 
content.) (CSSU003570) 

Schmidt Tr. 109:20-21 (Tab Ill) ("our policy from 
acquisition was to grow the user base.") 

Yu Ex. 9 (SC009721-26) (Tab 125) (Term Sheet for the 
Acquisition of You Tube, Inc. By Google, Inc.
"Indemnification of Google ... the representations and 
warranties related to intellectual property shall survive 
for three years.") (SC009725) 

Schmidt Ex. 8 (GOOOOI-00496614-00496647) (Tab 
109) (Google perceived You Tube as "trafficking 
mostly illegal content - it's a Video Grokster.") 
(GOOOO 1-00496619-20; GOOOO 1-004966330) 

Narasimhan Ex. 8 (GOOOOI-06555098-99) (Tab 94) 
("Google Video Community Policing Change ... "tonight 
we are planning on changing our process for reviewing 
videos on Google Video ... Videos under 11 mins will 
be indexed and will go live without review ... "on the 
front end, users will be able to flag videos as 
inappropriate and will be able to specify from one of the 
following categories: pornography, obscenity, graphic 
violence, racially or ethnically hateful content, and other 
content inappropriate for young viewers.") (GOOOOl-
06555098) 

12 
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understands that this content is 
copyrighted, routinely uploaded 
without authorization, and a major 
attraction that generates traffic .. 

say after I found that 70%, I went and flagged it all for 
review.' What does it mean to flag it for review? A: At 
the time, it meant it goes into a queue that somebody at 
Y ouTube reviews. Q: Reviews for what purpose? A: 
They can review it for many different purposes. Things 
are flagged because users find them inappropriate. 
Anything that users feel break our Terms of Use. Q: 
Okay. But you did not flag it all for review; did you? 
A: I don't know. I don't believe I flagged the videos I 
saw on the most viewed for review. Q: Okay. This is a 
joke; right? You're being sarcastic -- A: Which part? 
Q: -- in the 1M? A Which part? Q: That you went and 
flagged it all for review? A: I'm probably being 
sarcastic, yes .... "Q: You then say 'because we've got 
to work towards having a site 100% free of copyrighted 
material, ya know.' You were being sarcastic there 
again; weren't you? A: I don't know ifI was being 
sarcastic. As I said, we used the terms 'copyrighted' 
and 'premium - ' we exchanged those two terms quite a 
bit. I thought it was -- yes, this is true. I didn't think it 
was possible to have a site 100 percent free, nor why 
would we want to, of premium, of professionally 
produced content. We had premium professional 
produced content since the beginning of You Tube.") 

July 16, 2009 - Fair Disclosure Wire - Q2 2009 Google 
Earnings Conference Call- Final (Tab 142) ("HEATH 
TERRY: And in terms of being able to monetize the 
non-professional side of that inventory? ERIC 
SCHMIDT: It has not been our focus. It is probably 
possible to do so, but the fact of the matter is that the 
majority of the non-professional content has a relatively 
small number of viewers. It is difficult to target it 
accurately. There is too much variation and so forth, 
whereas the professional here, and remember, 
professional here just doesn't mean big studios.") (p. 10) 

April 16,2009 - Fair Disclosure Wire - Ql 2009 
Google Q&A Session - Final (Tab 141) (Jonathan 
Rosenberg: "what we're hearing from both viewers and 
advertisers is that they want premium content and the 
premium viewing experience.") (p. 4) 

Eun Ex. 27 (GOOOOI-00238624-25) (Tab 25) (Eun: 
"Our preliminary analysis indicates that anywhere from 
~ 40% to as high as ~ 70% of search queries may 
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involve premium terms. While the playbacks evidence a 
far smaller percentage of premium clips (as far as we 
can tell without digging too much under the hood), it 
seems that premium contentlbrands are an important 
element to bringing people into the YT house. My guess 
is that once they're in, they decide to stay a while. I've 
asked to see if there's a difference in total views for 
people who come in through search vs. browsing vs. 
links in email; and whether there's a difference for those 
who have searched for premium terms.") (G00001-
00238624) (June 26, 2007) (emphasis added) 

Ellerson Ex. 10 (G00001-02519867-73) (Tab 22) 
(Ellerson: "Our opinion - based in particular on the 
recent analysis ... done on query stream data ... is that 
Chad's initial conclusion [that 'users ... don't want to 
watch professionally produced content'] is not correct. 
This data suggests that our users do want to watch 
professional content, be we haven't yet licensed the 
content that they're looking for. ... Of the Top 100 
Playback Queries ... Music =_ .. Non -Music 
Premiu~f 'Premmm' content queries: ... 
Sports=~s=_(G00001-02519871) 

B. Hurley Ex. 18 (G00001-01016964-86) (Tab 41) 
(Content Lead Discussion - June 26,2007: "users are 
searching for lots of things, but primarily for premium 
content.") (GOOOO 1-0 1 0 16969) 

King Ex. 2 (G00001-01403792-93) (Tab 66) (Tony 
Lee, Technical Product Manager: "Music content is a 
key element to Youtube's success. Premium music 
content is the most watched genre of content on 
YouTube. Thus, it is imperative that we acquire, and 
allow content owners to claim, as much content as 
possible to promote the growth and success of 
YouTube.") (G00001-01403792) 

Reider Ex. 7 (G00001-0007441O-11) (Tab 98) (George 
Strompolos: "There are three kinds of Y ouTube content 
partnerships: 1. Premium. Premium partnerships are 
usually established with large, mainstream content 
providers such as TV networks, cable stations, sports 
leagues, large content hosting websites, and film 
studios. These are typically negotiated deals that may 
involve content commitments and promotional 

14 
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16. Defendants conducted analyses 
of "query streams" (search results) 
and identified with specificity 
premium content across a broad 
range, including infringing content, 
that is popular among YouTube's 
users. 

guarantees.") (GOOOO 1-00074410) 

Schmidt Ex. 2 (CSSU003560-86) (Tab 108) (Credit 
Suisse Analysis had calculated percentages of Premium 
content.) (CSSU003570) 

Ellerson Ex. 10 (G00001-02519867-73) (Tab 22) 
(Ellerson: "Our opinion - based in particular on the 
recent analysis ... done on query stream data ... is that 
Chad's initial conclusion [that 'users ... don't want to 
watch professionally produced contenf] is not correct. 
This data suggests that our users do want to watch 
professional content, but we either haven't yet licensed 
the content that they're looking for, or, for content that 
we have licensed, we are not doing the best job that we 
can to surface that content for. Of the Top 100 
PlaYba~CQ. usic = .. Non -Music 
Premiu = f'.m content queries: ... 
Sports = .. News = ')(G00001-02519871) 

Eun Ex. 25 (G00001-00986823-26; G00001-
00986825-997) (Tab 24) ("Top 10K queries .. . 
"Searches do reflect popularity pretty well ... Fresh 
content is being searched for consistently ... Music, TV 
Shows, Movies, Celebrities, Sports, etc, are definitely 
our top categori es to attack ... ") (GOOOO 1-00986823) 

Zameczkowski Ex. 23 (G00001-01316227-29.0019) 
(Tab 132) ("Weekly report with top searches of April 
25") (GO0001-01316227-29.0013) 

Zameczkowski Ex. 14 (G00001-00214966-67) (Tab 
127) (Walker:"[ ... ] there's a deadline mid next week to 
put in a proposal for English Premier League rights 
globally and we're trying to run some commercial 
models to guage [sic] value based on video usage in the 
categories listed below .... [which] might become a 
recurring need ... For the following terms: 
1. soccer 
2. football 
3. Premier League (sp?) 
... what are: 

a. # searches for the above done on YT daily 
b. # titles with tagged with the above 
c. # titles with the above in the title text") 
(GOOOO 1-00214966) 
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17. Defendants adhere to a policy 
that they would only take down 
videos in response to a formal DMCA 
notice, and then only remove the 
specific URLs listed in the individual 
notice and only future uploads that 
specifically match the unique "hash 
mark" known as a "md5 hash" that 
Y ouTube created for each URL. 

Levine Ex. 21 (GOOOOI-00707313) (Tab 85) (" ... there 
are millions of Football goals on YouTube ... Here are 
several copies of the video that other people have 
uploaded 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=saha+fu 
lham &search=Search") 

King Ex. 2 (GOOOOI-01403792-93) (Tab 66) (Tony 
Lee: "music content is a key element to YouTube's 
success. Premium music content is the most watched 
genre of content on Y ouTube.") (GOOOO 1-0 1403 792) 

GOOOOI-00923351-52 (Tab 152) (P. Walker: "I'll be 
attending a seminar on Wednesday (tomorrow) in 
Dublin with heads of several maj or sports teams and 
leagues. I would be much appreciated if you could have 
a quick look through the index and post on the sparrow 
page/take down any clearly infringing, official 
broadcast footage that you notice from these right 
holders below ... Liverpool Football FC ... Chelsea 
Football FC ... Manchester United Football Club ... 
Arsenal F ootbal Club ... Sky Sports.") (GOOOO 1-
00923351) 

Gillette Ex. 13 (GOOOO 1-00041715-20) (Tab 30) (The 
YouTube Team to user: "To file a notice of 
infringement with us, you must provide a written 
communication that sets forth the items specified below. 
To expedite our ability to process your request, please 
use the following format (including section numbers): 1. 
Identify in sufficient detail the copyrighted work that 
you believe has been infringed upon, including the 
owner of the work. For example, 'The copyrighted work 
at issue is the video titled 'My Video produced by me.' 
... 2. Identify the material that you claim is infringing 
the copyrighted work listed in item #1 above. YOU 
MUST IDENTIFY EACH VIDEO THAT 
ALLEGEDL Y CONTAINS INFRINGING 
MA TERIAL. This requires you to specify the URL of 
the playback page for that video (like this: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCVxQ 3Ejkg).") 
(GOOOO 1-00041718) 

C. Hurley Ex. 38 (GOOOOI-01424047-48) (Tab 46) 
(Chen advised that videos should remain on the site 
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regardless of knowledge until Y ouTube receives as 
"cease & desist letter.") (G00001-01424047) 

C. Hurley Ex. 41 (JK00007416) (Tab 47) (Chen stated 
that Y ouTube can "presumably claim" that they are 
unaware of infringing content and wait for a DMCA 
notice). 

P. Walker Tr. 222:17-223:12 (Tab 122) ("Q: You said 
that Y ouTube makes tools available to content owners 
to monitor their rights. What tools are you referring to? 
Do they have names? A: There is the standard DMCA 
notification process, which is submitting either in bulk 
or on an individual URL basis the content they would 
like to be removed, which we do remove. And there is 
the development of a tool that we call CVT or content 
verification program, which would allow them to use 
search tools to pull up clips that had -- that responded to 
the queries that they insert. Then they would be able to 
look at those clips that came up in response to their 
search queries. They would then be able to, within that 
tool, review those videos and determine whether or not 
it was, in fact, in their opinion, an unauthorized use. 
They could tick a box indicating removal, click a 
button, and we would have a batch list sent to us that 
would be automatically removed.") 

P. Walker Tr. at 216:25-218:4 (Tab 121) (THE 
WITNESS: When anyone, including the Premier 
League, indicates to me that their content is on 
Y ouTube, what I tell each and everyone of them is, 
why is it still there if you don't want it there? The tools 
are available to you to have it removed if you object to 
its presence there. Q: And you said that to the Premier 
League officials? A: Yes. Q: And what did they say 
in response? A: They said that we should, meaning 
YouTube should take it down. To which I responded, 
you are the only one that knows which clips are the ones 
that might be unauthorized, and you must follow 
procedures for its removal through the DMCA 
process. ") 

Matthew Liu Ex. 15 (G00001-07171324-07171353) 
(Tab 89) ("MD5 Hashes - You Tube uses the checksum 
of the video binary that the user uploads to create an 
MD5 hash. Y ouTube then compares that MD5 hash to a 
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18. Defendants permit videos 
containing content that had been the 
subject ofDMCA takedowns to be 
reposted on the website. 

19. By their own analysis of 
content, including infringing content, 
on Y ouTube, Defendants recognize 
professionally produced sports 
programming as among the array of 
content attracting substantial 
viewership. 

database of reference hashes. Hash comparisons work 
most effectively when two videos are completely 
identicaL") (GOOOOI-07171347) 

K. Walker Tr. 130:14-18 (Tab 116)("YouTube had a 
system called MD5 hashing, which identified unique 
copies of a given video, and when we received a DMCA 
notice for one version, I believe we would block other 
versions that also had that same hash.") 

Cuong Do Tr. 134:21-135:2 (Tab l1)("Q. And Ithink 
you said if you have exactly the same content in another 
file as the original video file, it would produce the exact 
same Hash. Is that right? A. That's right. Q. But if 
you change the content one iota, it produces a different 
Hash? A. That's right.") 

Levine Ex. 24 (GOOOOI-01918032) (Tab 86) (Fuji 
Television: "Even if a video of a certain program is 
deleted, the same content is uploaded, again, over and 
over. We are very disappointed at how unproductive 
this process is ... ") 

Gillette Ex. 13 (GOOOOI-00041715-20) (Tab 30) 
(Copyright owner submits DMCA notices and states "I 
expect that there will be more videos uploaded this 
evening and into the night. I will continue to use the 
verification tool to request that you remove the videos 
that are infnnging on our copyrights.") (GOOOOl-
00041716) 

Videos from YouTube (Tab 188) (Display of reposted 
clips of Class Plaintiffs' works.) 

Ellerson Ex. 10 (GOOOOI-02519867-73) (Tab 22) 
(Ellerson: "Our opinion - based in particular on the 
recent analysis ... done on query stream data ... is that 
Chad's initial conclusion [that 'users ... don't want to 
watch professionally produced content'] is not correct. 
This data suggests that our users do want to watch 
professional content, but we either haven't yet licensed 
the content that they're looking for, or, for content that 
we have licensed, we are not doing the best job that we 
can to surface that content for users ... Of the Top 100 
Playback· . =_ .. Non -Music 
Premium 'Premium' content .. ~ __________________________ -L ______ ___ 
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(emphasis added) 

Ellerson Ex. 9 (GOOOOI-03065453-306467) (Tab 21) 
(Ellerson: "Attached is the recommendation that we 
made to Dave [Eun]. .. Potential Target ... English 
Premier League.") 

C. Hurley Ex. 41 (JK00007416) (Tab 47) ("take down 
whole movies. take down entire TV shows. take down 
XXX stuff. everything else keep including sports, 
commercials, news, etc.") (emphasis added) 

Zameczkowski Ex. 13 (GOOOOI-02341604-09) (Tab 
126) (Premier League was "world's biggest and most 
recognized sporting leagues" and "already popular" on 
GV and YouTube.) (GOOOOI-02341605) 

Zameczkowski Ex. 18 (GOOOOI-00716143-45) (Tab 
130) (Redic: "We are working on estimating the 
potential value of various sports content to YouTube. 
This requires us to estimate the number of video views 
that we could potentially experience if the content of 
certain content providers was on the site. For example, 
if we had UEFA [Union of European Football 
Associations] in 2008, what would be the potential 
number of views that we could see.") (GOOOOl-
00716143) 

Zameczkowski Ex. 19 (GOOOOI-01655883-84.0003) 
(Tab 131) ("Premier League" is listed as a Tier 1 
content partner, part of "Sporting organizations and 
clubs with international recognition.") (GOOOOl-
01655883) 

Patrick Walker Ex. 9 (Tab 117) (Bill Kipp: 
"Authoritative 3rd party data sources for movie titles, 
song lists, etc ... Patrick [Walker] create a nice list of 
sports-related content providers and subjects to help us 
with our search for unauthorized content ... Soccer 
(Football) Most Followed Leagues (use both 
league/competition names and team/club names) .. . 
English Premier League ... German Bundesliga .. . 
Scottish Premier League... Tennis ... Top 
Competitions: Wimbledon, US Open, Australian Open, 
Roland Garros 1-00313643-
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20. YouTube has been repeatedly 
informed that sports content is being 
exploited on Y ouTube without 
authorization. 

21. Defendants concluded that 
Premier League was a sports entity 
with content on Y ouTube that could 
be exploited financially for 
Y ouTube' s benefit. 

00313646) 

Walker Ex. 19 (GOOOOI-00922380-81)(Tab 119) 
("FAPL Opportunity ... Why do the deal? .. avoiding 
possible litigations for copyright infringements ... 
Proposed deal tenns ... Estimate license fee: between 5 
to 10% of the International TV rights (- £0 million [sic] 
over 3 years).") (GOOOOI-00922380) (emphasis added) 

Ellerson Ex. 9 (GOOOOI-03065453-306467) (Tab 21) 
(Ellerson: "Attached is the recommendation that we 
made to Dave [Eun]. ... Potential Target .... English 
Premier League.") 

Zameczkowski Ex. 16 (GOOOOI-00221953) (Tab 128) 
(Gennan Football League, Bundesliga, indicated to 
Defendant's employee Anthony Zameczkowski that it 
may join the class action lawsuit) 

Zameczkowski Ex. 17 (GOOOOI-02339707-13) (Tab 
129) (La Liga (Spanish football) threatened litigation 
due to the presence of unlicensed content on YouTube) 
(GOOOO 1-023 3 9710) 

King Ex. 13 (12112/08) (GOOOOI-01519154-55) (Tab 
71) (Adam Coates emails: "I just had an interesting 
meeting with Ligue 1 who are considering joining the 
Premiership class action to sue YouTube.") (G00001-
01519154) 

Scottish Premier League (First Amended Complaint ~ 
33) (Tab 137) 

Zameczkowksi Ex. 13 (GOOOOI-02341604-09) (Tab 
126) ("FAPL [Football Association Premier League] 
and YouTube ... Why Do the Deal? .. Prime content 
with which we can test and improve advertising in 
various geographies ... Running models now. Aim for 
roughly $40MM over three years - which is what we 
believe is roughly in range of competitive bids.") 
(GOOOO 1-02341605; GOOOO 1-02341609) 

Walker Ex. 19 (GOOOOI-00922380-81) (Tab 119) 
(See above) 

Zameczkowski Ex. 14 (GOOOOI-00214966-67) (Tab 
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22. YouTube did not license 
Premier League content despite 
knowledge that videos of Premier 
League footage on Y ouTube were 
unauthorized. 

127) (Walker:"[ ... ] there's a deadline mid next week to 
put in a proposal for English Premier League rights 
globally and we're trying to run some commercial 
models to guage [ sic] value based on video usage in the 
categories listed below ... [which] might become a 
recurring need ... For the following terms: 
1. soccer 
2. football 
3. Premier League (sp?) 
... what are: 

a. # searches for the above done on YT daily 
b. # titles with tagged with the above 
c. # tales with the above in the title text") 
(GOOOO 1-00214966) 

Zameczkowksi Ex. 18 (GOOOOI-00716143-45) (Tab 
130) (Y ouTube estimations of Premier League video 
views in excess of30 million.) (G00001-00716143; 
G00001-00716145) (See above) 

Ellerson Ex. 10 (GOOOOI-02519867-73) (Tab 22) 
(See above) 
Molnar Ex. 19 (GOOOOI-01211705-14) (Tab 92) 
(Zameczkowksi: "Dear Paul and Phil, I am working 
with Patrick Walker in the Y ouTube/Google Video 
EMEA team. According to the ITT you sent us on 
January 24th, the bidding form was supposed to be 
supplied 7 days after the date of issue of this ITT but we 
didn't receive it. Are you able to send us the bidding 
form shortl y?") 
(GOOOOI-01211707) 

P. WalkerTr. 227:10-228:14 (Tab 123)(YouTube 
"decided not to make a bid for these rights.") 

Zameczkowski Ex. 14 (G00001-00214966-67) (Tab 
127) (YouTube personnel requested searches for 
Premier League materials.) 

Levine Ex. 21 (G00001-00707313) (Tab 85) ("millions 
of Football goals on YouTube.") 

G00001-00923351-52 (Tab 152) (p. Walker: "I'll be 
attending a seminar on Wednesday (tomorrow) in 
Dublin with heads of several major sports teams and 
leagues. I would be much appreciated if you could have 
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23. By their own analysis of 
content, including infringing content, 
on Y ouTube, Defendants recognize 
professionally-produced music as 
among the array of content attracting 
substantial viewership. 

a quick look through the index and post on the sparrow 
page/take down any clearly infringing, official 
broadcast footage that you notice from these right 
holders below ... Liverpool Football FC ... Chelsea 
Football FC ... Manchester United Football Club ... 
Arsenal Footbal Club ... Sky Sports.") (GOOOOl-
00923351) 
Ellerson Ex. 10 (GOOOOI-02519867-73) (Tab 22) 
(Ellerson: "Our opinion - based in particular on the 
recent analysis ... done on query stream data ... is that 
Chad's initial conclusion [that 'users ... don't want to 
watch professionally produced contenf] is not correct. 
This data suggests that our users do want to watch 
professional content, but we either haven't yet licensed 
the content that they're looking for, or, for content that 
we have licensed, we are not doing the best job that we 
can to surface that content foWiiill Of the Top 100 
PlaYbairJ!f:c. usic = ...... Non -Music 
Premiu = f' 1. content queries: ... 
Sports = .. News =~(GO0001-02519869) 
(emphasIs a ed) 

King Ex. 2 (G00001-01403792-93) (Tab 66) (Tony 
Lee, Technical Product Manager: "Music content is a 
key element to Youtube's success. Premium music 
content is the most watched genre of content on 
Y ouTube. Thus, it is imperative that we acquire, and 
allow content owners to claim, as much content as 
possible to promote the growth and success of 
YouTube.") (GOOOOI-01403792) 

Eun Ex. 25 (GOOOOI-00986823-26; GOOOOl-
00986825-997) (Tab 24) (Seth: "Top 10K queries ... 
"Searches do reflect popularity pretty well ... Fresh 
content is being searched for consistently ... Music, TV 
Shows, Movies, Celebrities, Sports, etc, are definitely 
our top categories to attack ... beckham, rooney 
(wayne), christiano ronaldo, steven gerrard, fernando 
torres.") (GOOOO 1-00986823) 

B. Hurley Ex. 18 (GOOOOI-01016964-86) (Tab 41) 
(Content Lead Discussion - June 26,2007: "users are 
searching for lots ofthin~primarily for premium 
content ... Music Videos_') (GOOOOI-01016969) 

King Ex. 4 (GOOOOI-01404022) (Tab 67) (King: 
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24. Defendants were aware that the 
exploitation of music requires the 
execution oflicenses with multiple 
entities, including publishers, record 
labels, and performance societies. 

"From a copyright perspective, clearing music inventory 
is our most important initiative, so it is highly 
unfortunate if this does not coincide with our 
monetization capabilities.") 

Karim Ex. 25 (JK00009933-34) (Tab 62) (Karim: "I'd 
just remove the obviously copyright infringing stuff ... 
"none of the most favorited videos are movies or tv 
shows. we're ok cracking down on this content. we'll 
leave music Videos, news clip and comedy shows for 
now.") (JK00009933) (emphasis added) 

G00001-00021120 (Tab 149) ("So the Cherry Lane 
thing sucks. Had we been in touch and they still sued? 
I'm just wondering if we should be devoting the entire 
team's time to just publishers (and big indies) to try to 
stem liti . 
King Ex. 18 (G00001-01905256-64) (Tab 72) (Music 
Copyright - March 2007 - David King: "Right type: 
Reproduction, Performance, Distribution, 
Synchronization ... Label- Sound Recordings ... 
Publisher - Compositions ... Complex ownership and 
administration arrangements, and constant movement 
between publishers ... ") (G00001-01905259) 

K. Walker Tr. 71:24-72:7 (Tab 115) ("music content is 
perhaps uniquely legally complex because of the 
number of overlapping and sometimes inconsistent 
rights associated with it. There are a wide number of 
different rights that are owned by the performer, the 
creator, the -- the publishers, the labels, the collecting 
societies in Europe, et cetera, and each of those entities 
can own multiple rights, which sometimes align and 
sometimes do not.") 

G00001-01027023-44 (Tab 154) ("Copyright 101 for 
YouTube . ssion" when . 
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other people's property", with the presentation notes 
indicating that "ASCAP, BMI and SESAC are excellent 
resources for identifying the copyright holder for a 
particular piece ofmusice [sic].") (GOOOOI-01027036) 

Levine Ex. 3 (GOOOOI-03424419) (Tab 83) (Levine: 
"need to discuss Y ouTube' s protection against lawsuits 
from publishers") 

GOOOOI-01609294-95) (Tab 158) (Chastagnol: "Music 
publishing reporting: meeting notes ... Priority: 1. Get 
publisher data from all 4 US labels 2. Setup business 
relationship with HF A. Eng should be involved to make 
sure contract terms related to YTIHFA integration make 
sense.") (GOOOOI-01609294) 

King Tr. 215:24:-217:7 (Tab 76) (King: "publisher data 
was publicly accessible through a variety of web sites.") 

GOOOOI-01609294-95 (Tab 158) (Chastagnol: 
"Publisher aggregators: who are they? - HF A is one 
(Harry Fox) -any other"; setup business relationship 
with HF A. Eng should be involved to make sure that 
contract terms related to YTIHFA integration make 
sense.") (GOOOOI-01609294) (1012912007) 

GOOOOI-00053573-74 (Tab 150) ("Where is the 
universal database of all the copyrights and trickled 
down ownership splits? should someone in the industry 
create/ allow self-population of such a universal 
database. and then maybe someone even serve as a 
third-party clearinghouse ... should 'we' 
(google/youtube) do itT') (GOOOOI-00053573) 

GOOOOI-00980438-39 (Tab 153) (Chastagnol: In the 
risks I would add: business may not succeed having 
Music Labels agreeing to provide us with music 
publisher data ... bueins may not succeed in getting a 3d 
party (such as Harry Fox) to collaborate with us to clear 
remaining music publishing rights.") (1111212007) 

Levine Tr. 19:6-12 (Tab 88) [Levine believed the Harry 
Fox "represented ... somewhere between 65 and 75 
percent [of the market.") 

Zahavah Levine Tr. 13-14, 18 (Tab 87) (Levine's prior 
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-

work experience at Real Networks) 

Zahavah Levine Ex. 1 (GOOOO 1-0 1040767 -70) (Tab 
82) (Resume: "Managed all aspects of domestic and 
international digital music licensing for all company 
music products and services, including Rhapsody 
Subscription Service RadioPass (webcasting service), 
SuperPass (video content Subscription service), 
RealPlayer Music Store (download store) and Music 
Videos ... Negotiated all major label agreements & 
managed negotiation of in die label agreements ... 
Negotiated all publishing agreements and managed 
relations with Harry Fox Agency, ASCAP, BMI & 
SESAC." (GOOOOI-01040767) 

Karim Ex. 22 (JK00004969) (Tab 61) (Chen: "for these 
mixed videos with music backgrounds, will we get in 
trouble for them because the music is copyrighted?") 

GOOOOI-1315683-85 (Tab 175) (Shiva Rajaraman: 
"There should be no zero rate house ads on Partner 
Watch. Only zero rate blockers should be Music 
Partners inventory on the regions we cannot monetize 
due to music publisher agreements that need to be 
negotiated.") (GOOOOI-01315685) 

King Ex. 2 (GOOOOI-01403792-93) (Tab 66) (Tony 
Lee, Technical Product Manager: "Thus, it is imperative 
that we acquire, and allow content owners to claim, as 
much content as possible to promote the growth and 
success of You Tube ... YouTube cannot monetize 
content that does not have publisher data, as we have no 
way to report to and pay publishers, who share 
ownership of songs with music labels; currently, only 
music label data is available to us. By opening up our 
systems to ingest publisher data as well as label data per 
song, content on Y ouTube can then be claimed and 
monetized. In addition, the ingestion of audio files will 
allow us to match against audio portions of videos, thus 
giving content owners the ability to claim more 
content ... Reporting / Collection societies (Owner) need 
to report to the collection societies # of views for songs, 
and the collection societies will handle payment to the 
publishers (EMEA) / Publisher (Owner) will get 
information on # of views, and will be paid directly 
Aggregator Labels (Owner) will get reporting 
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25. Defendants refused to negotiate 
and secure licenses from music rights 
owners whose works appear on 
Y ouTube without authorization, in 
situations where the specific content 
owner represents-GBly a "small 
market share." 

26. By their own analysis of 
content, including infringing content, 
on Y ouTube, Defendants recognized 
professionally produced news and 
other programming as among the 
array of content attracting substantial 
viewership. 

27. Movies and TV shows are other 
es of content that 

information by publisher and # of views.") (GOOOOI-
01403792) 

cy 
informed Cherry Lane's Vice President of Business 
Mfairs Keith Hauprich that YouTube would not enter 
into license negotiations because Cherry Lane 
represented a "small market share".) 

G00001-00021120 (Tab 149) ("So the Cherry Lane 
thing sucks. Had we been in touch and they still sued? 
I'm just wondering if we should be devoting the entire 
team's time to just publishers (and big indies) to try to 
stem liti~n+·. ~~'I" \ 

B. Hurley Ex. 7 (G00001-00629095) (Tab 40) (Brent 
Hurley: "music videos and news programs are fine to 
approve.") ("take down XXX stuff. everything else keep 
including sports, commercials, news, etc.") 

C. Hurley Ex. 38 (GOOOOI-01424047-48) (Tab 46) 
(Karim "Re: monitoring videos ... let' s keep short news 
clips for now. we can become stricter over times, just 
[sic] not overnight.") (GOOOOI-01424047) 

Karim Ex. 25 (JK00009933-34) (Tab 62) (referencing 
news content) 

Schaffer Ex. 8 (GOOOO 1-00840004-06) (Tab 1 06) 
(v.~ .. 'lr .. j...~ chart for entertainment content 
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Defendants exploit without 
authorization on YouTube. 

28. Y ouTube designed systems and 
databases, including Claim Your 
Content ("CYC"), to monitor, 
manage, and monetize infringing 
content, but only made these tools 
available to favored, select 
counterparti es. 

proactively on the site.) 

Ellerson Ex. 10 (GOOOOI-02519867-73) (Tab 22) 

Eun Ex. 25 (GOOOOI-00986823-26; GOOOOl-

Sony BMG ("SME") (GOOOOI-0968681-09684719) 
(Tab 172) ("Schedule 2: Content Identification, Claiming 
and Blocking ... It is the intent of the parties that these 
content identification claiming and blocking services 
will enable SME to easily identify audio and audiovisual 
materials that are owned or controlled by SME and 
enable SME to elect to either license it in connection 
with the Video Service on the terms and conditions 
prescribed in the Online Video MOU in which case the 
applicable audiovisual materials will be deemed User 
Generated Video under the Online Video MOU or 
remove it from the Video Service.") (emphasis added) 
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WMG Productions, LLC (GOOOOI-02250887-
02250904) (Tab 167) (4.3. "Content Management Tools 
and User Video Matches. The Content Management 
Tools will compare User Videos against the ID Files 
and apply the Usage Policies assigned by Provider to 
any matches. The Content Management Tools may also 
provide Provider the capability to perform text searches 
for User Videos that may contain the Works and assign 
Usage Policies for such materials. Provider shall select 
the Monetize, Track, or Block Usage Policy for each 
match, or' other usage policies as Google may make 
available from time to time ... Definitions. 'Monetize' 
means the Usage Policy available to Provider in the 
Content Management Tools for Provider to license to 
Google in the Territories pursuant to this Agreement a 
User Video matching an ID File or claimed by Provider 
using the seaJ;~h functionality that may be offered by the 
Content ManagementTools.") 

Google-SESAC Agreement (March 25, 2008) 
(GOOOOOI-02245062-02245067) (Tab 166) (Paragraph 
2b: The term 'Composition' is defined to mean 'all of 
the musical works for which SESAC is authorized to 
license the public performance right ... Paragraph 5 -
Music Usage Reports: ("LICENSEE will report, on a 
calendar quarterly basis using the metadata available to 
he LICENSEE, all streams to users in the Territory of 
content that LICENSEE has identified as . 
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Compositions.") (GOOOO 1-02245063-2245064) 

SonyATV (G00001-09684819-850) (Tab 170) (2(a): 
"The Content Identification Solution. YouTube shall 
promptly after the execution hereof implement within 
the Covered Services a content identification and 
filtering solution at least as good as the industry 
standard solution for similar services that shall be 
designed to identify User Generated Videos 
embodying ... Publisher Compositions ... (b) Solution 
must include each of the following functionalities (i) 
Audio fingerprinting ... [to] determine, based on the 
metadata, whether not. .. the Compositions embodied 
herein [are] authorized for exploitation ... (ii) Search 
and Claim. The Content Identification Solution shall 
include text-based searches defined by Publisher in its 
sole discretion if any of User-Generated metadata for 
User-Generated Videos Publisher Keywords to match 
the titles of Publisher Compositions, Relevant Master 
Recordings, songwriter or artist names, or other 
keywords designated by Publisher to identify Relevant 
User-Generated Videos ("the Tool") ... Hash 
Comparisons. Y ouTube shall regularly compare all User 
Generated Videos ... against a library of 'hashes' of 
video files that have previously been removed, filtered 
or blocked ... ") 

EMI Music Marketing (G00001-01907142-7190) (Tab 
161) (Schedule 2: "utilize audio fingerprinting;" employ 
audio fingerprinting of all sound recordings submitted 
by EMI as well as user-generated videos that EMI 
claimed as embodying EMI content; Y ouTube agreed to 
submit existing "legacy" videos through the fingerprint 
reference files; adhere to a list of "blocked content" 
provided by EMI and to remove all videos that matched 
the reference files of those fingerprinted sound 
recordings ... Schedule 2(c) - "Text & Tag Searching. 
For EMI content not identified by Video Hashing or 
Audio Fingerprinting, Y ouTube shall on EM!' s behalf, 
at least once a day, run text-based searches in the User
inputted metadata for videos uploaded to the Video 
Service to locate matches for titles of EM I Sound 
Recordings and EMI Videos, or artist names, or other 
key words designated by EMI and designed to detect 
Blocked Content ("EMI Keywords"). 

G00001-02241782-1835 (Universal) (Tab 164) 
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GOOOOI-03424742-78 (Warner) (Tab 171) 

GOOOOI-01523629-30 (Tab 156) ("on the policy 
backend, we imported music publisher information from -
UMG, giving us a complete license picture of their 
catalog ... All of this information is stored within the 
label claim .. _ As the license information is completed is 
completed, we now have an automated process that 
exports a build list to Audible Magic.") (GOOOOl-
01523629) 

GOOOOI-01905862-65 (Tab 160) ("consolidate 
publisher rights ... We will receive fractional ownership 
information from publishers. We must consolidate this 
information to produce a YIN decision on track rights. 
This is the barebones ability to manage publisher 
rights ... Store publisher metadata ... Publishers will 
send us lists of blocked artists, metadata and split 
information. We must be able to store this data without 
overwriting information received from other sources 
such as labels. This a more full-featured ability to 
manage publisher rights using data provided by 
publishers, and mapping those views back to label 
data.") (GOOOOI-01905863; GOOOOI-01905865) 

GOOOOI-01179621 (Tab 157) ("more publisher 
questions ... We will most definitely receive conflicting 
information about the same song from various sources_ I 
think the best way to manage this is to 'add' rather than 
to 'update' information as it comes in. Much of the data 
ends up serving reporting needs so as long as you give 
people back the same garbage they provided, it is ok to 
have discrepancies ... Multiple policies for the same 
song. I assume that a label could set policy on a song to 
be 'rev share' and then a publisher could upload info 
about this song and set policy to 'block' in which case, 
the policy for the song will just become block. 
Unfortunately, it only takes one block to screw up 
everyone else's rev share, but we should still keep the 
info we got from everyone in case we can convince the 
one blocking partner to change their mind.") (emphasis 
added) 

King Ex. 6 (GOOOOI-01517864) (Tab 68) ("actually we 
don't want to turn on fingerprint matching for music 
partners [in April 2007], because we don't have clear 
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29. When financially beneficial to 
Defendants in relationships with 
favored, select counterparties, the 
Defendants offer certain content 
owners technical measures, 
commonly known as "fingerprinting," 
to match sound or video reference 
files with copyrighted content on 
YouTube. 

licenses for them (publisher issue).") 

GOOOOI-01053199-205 (Tab 155) ("met up with EMI 
to explain our ID service, and the option of using 
Audible Magic within our platform. Also walked them 
through our needs oflicensing information, and 
particular need for music pubisher information to fully 
clear their catalog. This was our chance to talk to the 
technical leadership of EM I, and make our case. 
Hopefully this unlocks their catalog.") 
(GOOOO 1-0 105320 1) 

Chastagnol Ex. 12 (GOOOOI-01676559-62) (Tab 9) 
("(Audible Magic) "suggested we check [fingerprints] 
against their entire reference database and then have 
flags for the Warner content (ignore other matches). 
This is not only a hassle but probably violates DMCA 
safe harbors.") (GOOOOI-01676559) 

Ikezoye Ex. 16 (AMOOI620-22) (Tab 51) ("would you
be able to populate the live DB but 'wire-off' matches 
for Sony and Universal? because I'm thinking another 
strategy would be to populate the DB with Warner+ 
Sony+Universal. At launch, return matches only on 
Warner content. Then at some point in time wire-on 
Universal content, then Sony .... please for now only 
include Warner catalog.") (AMOOI620) 

GOOOOI-02910519-02910523 (Tab 182) (Maxcy: "I 
thought we weren't allowing co's to use UGC as 
reference material ... King: the guidelines are, only give 
the feature to partners that ask for it (we can toggle the 
feature off in admin).") 

Ikezoye Tr. 15:10-16:11 (Tab 52) ("Q: We'll obviously 
be talking more about this as the day goes on, but can 
you describe, in a very general sense, what it is Audible 
Magic does for its digital media customers when you've 
said 'identify copyrighted content'? A: We use a 
technology called fingerprinting, and what 
fingerprinting is, is a mechanism to uniquely identify a 
piece of copyrighted content. There are -- these 
fingerprints are measurements of the content that 
become unique to a sound recording or to a soundtrack 
or to a -- an image, and so we work with copyright 
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holders to register their works so we know what known 
content is. We take these measurements, and then we 
put these measurements into a database. Then with our 
customers, the UGC sites, we give them software to 
take measurements of unknown content, and when -
after they take these measurements, then we can 
compare it to our database of known references and 
identify and match the content. The way we provide 
services to the Web 2.0 customers is, they do have 
software. Users may upload content to these sites, and 
they use our services to -- to identify the -- the -- the 
copyrighted content using our services. "). 

K. Walker Tr. 71:23-72:16 (Tab 114) ("There's another 
distinction as well, which is, music content is perhaps 
uniquely legally complex because of the number of 
overlapping and sometimes inconsistent rights 
associated with it. There are a wide number of different 
rights that are .myned by the performer, the creator, the -
- the publishers, the labels, the collecting societies in 
Europe, et cetera, and each of those entities can own 
multiple rights, which sometimes align and sometimes 
do not. As a result of that, there are complexities 
associated with that, which I believe the Audible Magic 
system had been optimized for, both in terms of the 
technological operation of the system and the assembly 
of a database, which was designed to track all of the -
the complex music rights associated with it. As the 
name Audible Magic itself suggests, it was a music tool, 
at least that was my understanding.") 

Chastagnol Ex. 9 (GOOOOI-00174229-30) (Tab 7) 
(Discussion of Audible Magic, Gracenote and Shazam 
as fingerprinting services) (GOOOOI-00174229-30) 

Oliver Weingarten (12/16/09) Tr. 246:1-247:2 (Tab 
124) ("Q": Did you understand that --let me ask it this 
way: Did Y ouTube tell Premier League that, in order to 
participate in the trial of the video fingerprinting 
technology, that it would need to license content to 
Y ouTube? .. A: They did at a meeting prior to this date. 
Q: They said what? A: They said that the technology 
was being offered to those who they had commercial 
partnerships with ... Q: I am talking specifically about 
the YouTube video fingerprinting technology that was 
the subject of some of these e-mails? .. A: That, to me, 
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is the video, which is still digital fingerprint technology. 
Q: SO the question is, did YouTube ever tell Premier 
League that the video fingerprinting technology would 
only be available to Premier League if Premier League 
licensed content to YouTube? A: Yes.") (emphasis 
added) 

Hauprich (9/24/09) Ex. 6 (GOO-CH-0001-07) (Tab 33) 
(YouTube emailed a draft "Content ID & Management 
Agreement" with instructions to sign and return it to 
YouTube.) 

Hauprich (9/24/09) Ex. 7 (GOO-CH-0008-09) (Tab 34) 
(After finally receiving a draft Content Identification & 
Management Agreement in February 2008 (three 
months after his initial inquiry), Mr. Hauprich submitted 
questions and comments on the draft in April 2008.) 

Hauprich (9/24/09) 95:3-13 (Tab 37) Q. When did 
Cherry Lane first become aware of Y ouTube's 
fingerprinting technology? A. I believe I found 
something that I submitted my interest in the form of an 
E-mail ora click here, maybe in October of 2007. It 
was a link I found that said click here for your -- you 
know, if you are interested in video identification 
services on YouTube. 

Hauprich (9/24/09) Tr. 107: 19-108:3 (Tab 38) - Q: Did 
Y ouTube ever tell that is was non-negotiable? A: 
Pursuant to their actions of ignoring my letter dated 
April 23rd until January of 2009, by their failure to 
negotiate this with me in good faith for more than two 
years, their performance has certainly told me it is non
negotiable. 

Drummond Ex. 31 (G00001-01511226-27)(Tab 13) 
(February 15, Z007 - "Our CYC tools are now live as 
well and are only offered to partners lvho enter into a 
revenue deal with us ... "The new CYC system has ... 3) 
Advanced text search tool. Enables partners to enter in 
any number of search terms or strings. Partners can send 
these terms to Y ouTube in an XML feed or enter them 
manually. Searches can be narrowed or broadened and 
all searches can be saved. YouTube will 'push' search 
results to the partner in the form of a daily email 
showing and matches. Partner gets a nice admin 
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30. Rather than avail itself of 
existing third party technology, 
Google's strategy was to develop its 
own proprietary fingerprinting 
technology to create a product it 
could license to third parties, even 
though that both limited and delayed 
copyright protection tools fo[ content 
owners. 

interface showing all the matches. Partner is responsible 
for reviewing the matches and per the DMCA 
identifying their content. If the partner identifies content 
they are given the choice to either license or block the 
content. Any content the partner identifies is 
automatically audio fingerprinted and placed in the 
Audible Magic database so the entire process gets 
smarter over time.") (GOOOOI-01511226-27) 

King Ex. 13 (12112/08) (GOOOOI-01519154-55) (Tab 
71) (Sathya Sen writes: The best that I can suggest, the 
same as Canal +, is 3 business days, with a cap on the 
number of claims (for Canal + it was a max of 10 over 3 
days) they can make ... We don't want them using the 
test period to take down every piece of content they 
think violates copyright. We want to minimize the 
number of requests. If they want to use our tools to help 
them monitor copyright content and claim them, they 
will have to work with us as a partner.") (emphasis 
added) (GOOOOI-01519154) 
Chastagnol Ex. 9 (GOOOOI-00174229-30) (Tab 7) 
(Doig: "I think this is core technology we need to build 
and control ourselves. So the current approach is to only 
use AM as little as possible and proceed with building 
our own database at the same time. This would require 
us either getting all the source files (preferred) or 
distributing fingerprinting tools which content providers 
use.") (GOOOOI-00174229) 

King Ex. 23 (12112/08) (GOOOOI-02191925-27) (Tab 
74) (King: "our position has been that we first want to 
have a pilot with [G]oogle video fingerprinting" and 
that by "remaining ignorant of the intricacies of industry 
solutions," [Defendants could] "proceed untainted by 
others IP.") (GOOOO 1-02191925) 

King Ex. 2 (12112108) (GOOOOI-01403792-93) (Tab 
66) (Tony Lee, Technical Product Manager: "Audio 
Fingerprinting is the Y ouTube' s next step in allowing 
music copyright owners to claim and monetize content. 
Currently, Audible Magic, a 3rd party matching service, 
allows Y ouTube to conduct audio matching of content. 
However, this service is imprecise, and Y ouTube has to 
pay a fee to use the service. Thus it is vital that You Tube 
develop its own audio matching service, along with the 
requisite reference database.") (GOOOOI-01403792) 
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King Ex. 21 (12112/08) (GOOOOI-01613336-38) (Tab 
73) (Kyle Harrison to King: "The purpose of this project 
is to explore opportunities to open Video Identification 
API to third party UGC sites ... Why would third party 
UGC sites use such a service? The problems this 
service could solve for them include: Identification. We 
could identify copyrighted content across their site and 
within new uploads ... Basic Requirements and 
Timing ... To offer the core service ofIdentification, the 
following items in place: Fingerprint Generator. 
Partners need to be able to generate fingerprints of their 
content to deliver to Y ouTube. We cannot expect to 
require them to give us their original content.") 
(GOOOO 1-0 1613336-37) 

David King (12112/08) Tr. 229: 17- 231:5 (Tab 77) ("Q: 
Okay. Before we get into this document in any depth, 
Mr. King, are you aware of discussions internally at 
YouTube/Google to tum any of the content 
identification systems or technology into products that 
YouTube/Google licensed to third party websites?") 
MR. HART: Could license to third parties .... THE 
WITNESS: I think our video identification platform is a 
-- is a platform that we're proud oj, and we have 

considered making it available to third-party 
websites. ") (emphasis added) 

Ikezoye Ex. 10 (AM000836-844) (Tab 50) (Chastagnol: 
"By owner I meant which media company represents the 
artist (Warner, Sony, Viacom, ... ). Initially, we will ask 
you to populate the reference fingerprint DB with the 
catalog of only one of those companies. (BTW, I assume 
this is something you can do, correct?) But as we sign 
new contracts, we will add catalogs from other 
companies. So from fingerprint match API response, we 
would need a way to tell if it is a match for a Warner 
item, a Sony item, etc ... ") (AM000836-837) 

Ikezoye Tr. 81:7-24 (Tab 53) (Q. "SO your 
understanding of the arrangement -- is it your 
understanding of the arrangement that as Y ouTube 
signed new contracts with content owners, Y ouTube 
would then request that that content owners' fingerprints 
be put into the Y ouTube custom database? .. A: That was 
my understanding, and yes. Q: Okay. Is that -- is that 
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31. In situations where it advances 
their financial interests, Defendants 
have a practice of offering licenses to 
favored, selected licensors of content, 
both in the United States and in other 
terri tori es. 

hypothetical, or is that actually what happened, if you 
know? .. A: I know, in general, that the database was a 
subset. I don't know if every piece oj content in there 
was related to a company that had a licensing 
agreement.") (emphasis added) 

Chastagnol Ex. 11 (AM002946-53) (Tab 8) (Jim 
Schrempp of Audible Magic to Chastagnol: "you will 
remember that the business side of Y ouTube wanted an 
extremely cheap - really, really, really cheap - deal 
from us. They were willing to cut out all kinds of 
features to get the price lower.") (AM002946) 

King (1/13/10) Ex. 6 (GOOOOI-00981006-1O) (Tab 69) 
(Jim Schrempp of Audible Magic: "For your 
application a reference fingerprint should come from an 
offset of 0 and a duration of 60. You may remember that 
we had discussed doing a more expensive search of the 
YT database, but that was decided to be out of scope.") 
(GOOOO 1-00981 008) 

SonyATV (G00001-09684819-850) (Tab 170) 
EMI Music Marketing (G00001-01907142-7190) (Tab 
161) 
Universal (GOOOOI-02241782-1835) (Tab 164) 
Warner (G00001-03424742-78) (Tab 171) 
SESAC (GOOOOI-02245062-02245067f(Tab 166) 

MCPS-PRS (G00001-02242093-02242149) (Tab 165) 
(2.1 Grant of Licence: Subject to and conditional upon 
compliance with the terms ... MCPS grants the Licencee 
a non-exclusive licence during the Term, to reproduce 
(including by way of synchronization) Repertoire 
Works ... for the sole purpose oftransm.itting the same 
to Users ... in the UK by means of the Licensed 
Services.") 

GEMA (G00001-02240224-36) (Tab 163) (2.1 
Licensor grants Licensee and its Affiliates a license to 
(a) reproduce Repertoire Works ... including by way of 
synchronizati on, (b) communi cate Repertoire Works ... 
to the public in particular by transmitting or making 
available to the public and to authorise to transmit or 
make available to the Public . Works 
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32. Defendants did not seek 
licenses for certain content despite 
knowledge that they were exploiting 
it on Y ouTube. 

See also SUF ~ 28 

Ellerson Ex. 10 (G00001-02519867-73) (Tab 22) 
(Ellerson: "Minimum Guarantees Recommendation 
Memo ... paying guarantees could provide an incentive 
for some of these potential partners to do deals more 
quickly ... by failing to provide content for our users 
who are searching for it (see data re premium content 
searching attached), we may lose customers.") 
(GOOOOI-02519870) 

P. Walker Tr. 227:10-228:14 (Tab 123) (YouTube 
"decided not to make a bid for these rights.") 

Maxcy Tr. 201 :24-202: 15 (Tab 90) ("a record label 
might know that they have - that they pass us 
information about who the artist is and the track of a 
particular sound recording, and they mayor may not 
know who the various publishers are, the composers of 
that particular song ... ") 

Maxcy Tr: 233:21-234:2 (Tab 91) - "I recall having a 
conversation [with Mr. Hauprich] and explaining that 
we were working with major record labels, and that we 
were trying to work with those labels to clear 
synchronization rights for our music and that we were 
trying to rely on the record labels to clear the 
synchronization with the publishers, but what we were 
running into was two issues. One was incomplete data 
and, two, historical acrimony between music publishers 
and record labels, and so it was very difficult to identify 
who the publishers were to even work with them, but 
the premise of the conversation was that we were 
relying on the record labels to clear the synchronization 
rights that we needed for publishers." 

Hauprich (11/4/08) Tr. 274:24-275:12 (Tab 36) - "I 
made it apparent to Mr. Maxcy that Cherry Lane 
represented 60,000 copyrights. I gave him names of 
certain of the clients within our catalog. I told him we 
were willing and eager to engage in a strategic alliance, 
and that I would welcome any proposal Y ouTube 
wanted to make, and I would consider any proposal that 
Y ouTube wanted to make. I was summarily told that 
Y ouTube had no interest in Cherry Lane given its small 
market share." 
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King Tr. at 151:12-24 (Tab 75) ("Do you have any idea 
what that statement means, we don't have publishing for 
certain videos as a way to keep them live on 
YouTube? .. "what this would be referring to is, at 
times, for specific sound recordings where the - the 
publishing has not been identified") 

King Ex. 7 (GOOOOI-01998280-81) (Tab 70) ("Offer 
UMG the ad-inventory for the videos that we don't have 
publishing (we would have to run this by compliance) 
as a way to keep them live on YT (Block embeds)") 
(GOOOOI-01998280) 

GOOOOI-00980438-39 (Tab 153) (Chastagnol: In the 
risks I would add: business may not succeed having 
Music Labels agreeing to provide us with music 
publisher data ... business may not succeed in getting a 
3d party (such as Harry Fox) to collaborate with us to 
clear remaining music publishing rights.") (1111212007) 

Levine Ex. 3 (GOOOOI-03424419) (Tab 83) (Levine: 
"need to discuss Y ouTube' s protection against lawsuits 
from publishers") 

GOOOOI-01609294-95) (Tab 158) (Chastagnol: "Music 
publishing reporting: meeting notes ... Priority: 1. Get 
publisher data from all 4 US labels 2. Setup business 
relationship with HF A. Eng should be involved to make 
sure contract terms related to YTIHF A integration make 
sense.") (GOOOOI-01609294) 

CH00050892 (Tab 147) (Attorney for Cherry Lane
Marc Jacobson: "rather than assert a claim of 
infringement in this letter, our clients asked us to 
contact you with regard to developing an innovative 
strategy where rights can be exploited, revenue 
generated and an appropriate division of that revenue be 
accomplished. ") 

CHOOOOI663-CHOOOOI669 (Tab 144) (Follow up letter 
attached disc of musical compositions owned or 
controlled by Cherry Lane and another exhibit with 
some exemplar URLs.) 

CH00017947-48 (Tab 145) (DMCA takedown notice
March 27, 2007) 
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33. YouTube indexes its inventory 
of videos by, among other things, a 
title and certain descriptives provided 
by users ("metadata"), and uses that 
metadata a variety of purposes, 
including associating advertising with 
particular videos. 

CH00035504-08 (Tab 146) (DMCA takedown notice-
17 

Defendants' Highly Confidential Responses and 
Objections to Plaintiffs Second Set of Interrogatories, 
No.5 (1/11110): " ... in addition to the information 
YouTube collects from its users upon registration and at 
various other times and places during their use of the 
Y ouTube service, Y ouTube has collected the following 
unverified information from general registered users 
upon the upload of videos ... keywords ... title ... 
description ... 1-3 video categories (e.g. 'autos,' "how 
tos") ... private.")(Tab 140) 

SonyATV (GO0001-09684819-850) (Tab 170) (3(a): 
"The Content Identification. YouTube shall promptly 
after the execution hereof implement within the 
Covered Services a content identification and filtering 
solution at least as good as the industry standard 
solution for similar services .... (b )(ii) Search and Claim. 
The Content Identification Solution shall include text
based searches defined by Publisher in its sole 
discretion, if any, of User-Generated metadata for User
Generated Videos ("Publisher Keywords") to match the 
titles of Publisher Compositions, Relevant Master 
Recordings, songwriter or artist names, or other key 
words designated by Publisher to identify Relevant 
User-Generated Videos ("the Tool")" 

EMI Music Marketing (G00001-01907142-7190) (Tab 
161) EMI Musi c Marketing: Schedule 2( c ) - "Text & 
Tag Searching. For EMI content not identified by 
Video Hashing or Audio Fingerprinting, Y ouTube shall 
on EMI's behalf, at least once a day, run text-based 
searches in the User-inputted metadata for videos 
uploaded to the Video Service to locate matches for 
titles of EM I Sound Recordings and EMI Videos, or 
artist names, or other key words designated by EMI and 
designed to detect Blocked Content ("EMI Keywords"). 
(GOOOO 1-01907181) 
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Drummond Ex. 31 (GOOOOI-0151 1226-27) (Tab 13) 
(February 15, 2007 - "The new CYC system has ... 3) 
Advanced text search tool. Enables partners to enter in 
any number (~f search terms or strings. Partners can 
send these terms to Y ouTube in an XML feed or enter 
them manually. Searches can be narrowed or broadened 
and all searches can be saved. YouTube will 'push' 
search results to the partner in the form of a daily email 
showing and matches. Partner gets a ni.ce admin 
interface showing all the matches. Partner is 
responsible for reviewing the matches and per the 
DMCA identifying their content. If the partner identifies 
content they are given the choice to either license or 
block the content. Any content the partner identifies is 
automatically audio fingerprinted and placed in the 
Audible Magic database so the entire process gets 
smarter over time.") 
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acknowledged that providing a tool 
that would alert a copyright owner 
that an uploaded video contained a 
specified keyword associated with the 
copyright owner "isn't hard" to 
provide, but "hate[ d] making it 
easier" for copyright owners. 

35. Defendants refer to videos on 
Y ouTube as "inventory" for purpose 
of selling to advertisers and otherwise 
monetizing. 

Rizzo explained that setting up that tool "isn't hard" and 
would only "take another day or w/e [weekend]." But 
Dunton said "[I] hate this feature. I hate making it 
easier for these aholes" - referring to copyright owners 
- and directed the engineer "to forget about this." As 
she explained, "we're just trying to cover our asses so 
we don't get sued.") 
(G00001-00829704) 

King Ex. 4 (G00001-01404022) (Tab 67) (YouTube 
wanted more "sports content to monetize ... From a 
copyright perspective, clearing music inventory is our 
most important initiative ... ".) 

Reider Ex. 3 (GOOOO 1-00305115-52) (Tab 97) 
("Advertising with YouTube" Presentation, March 
2007) ... Professional inventory available across 
Y ouTube content categori es." (GOOOO 1-0030513 5) 
"Premium UGC inventory meets acceptability standards 
and contains no potentially infringing content" 
(3051356) 
"Y ouTube Premium content inventory increases daily as 
new partners create channels and upload videos" 
(305137) 
"Advertisers can purchase inventory run-of or by 
category (premium content not sold by-brand or partner 
name)" (G00001-00305137) 

July 16, 2009 - Fair Disclosure Wire - Q2 2009 Google 
Earnings Conference Call- Final (Tab 142) ("HEATH 
TERRY: And in terms of being able to monetize the 
non-professional side of that inventory? ERIC 
SCHMIDT: It has not been our focus. It is probably 
possible to do so, but the fact of the matter is that the 
majority of the non-professional content has a relatively 
small number of viewers. It is difficult to target it 
accurately. There is too much variation and so forth, 
whereas the professional here, and remember, 
professional here just doesn't mean big studios. It also 
means smaller studios, new entrants, startups who are 
professional quality, and you can tell a professional 
quality video from a user-generated one. It is easy 
enough. You can tell the difference between the two.") 
(p. 10) 

Chang Ex. 37 (GO0001-01004547-49) (Tab 5) (Chang: 
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36. Defendants sell advertising in 
connection with videos, including 
contents that infringe the rights of 
Class Plaintiffs. Those ads are 
displayed both on the pages where the 
videos are viewed ("watch pages") 
and on the search pages that list the 
videos generated by a user search 
("search result pages.") The 
advertising is contextually targeted to 
these videos by subject, title and 
other metadata associated with the 
videos. 

"Also, content partners are an essential part ofYT 
business, as they provide monetizable inventory for our 
ad sales team to sell against. Given copyright concerns, 
we don't monetize against user generated content. We 
want to be able to close these big partnerships and 
hopeful that higher rev share will ease that slightly.") 
(GOOOOI-01004547) 

Kordestani Ex. 22 (GOOOOI-00237661-63) (Tab 80) 
(Hoffner: "This means BOTH monetizable via partners 
and user unmonetizable. (There is a third bucket down 
below we need to attack aggressively as well). We need 
this to get more inventory so that the search numbers 
continue to go up (concept of unlimited choice rings 
through here) and more watch pages occur. .. Another 
way to get more monetizable inventory in the index is to 
aggressively expand our torso efforts to online sign
up.") (GOOOO 1-0023 7661 ) 

Drummond Ex. 9 (GOOOOI-02656593-94) (Tab 12) 
("for legal reasons [ ... ] all ads/monetization on the 
watch pages for user generated content will need to 
come down. This will have a tremendous impact on 
inventory. ") 
(GOOOOI-02656593) 
Exhibits 1-8, Declaration of Robert F. Tur (Tab 113) 
(C.D. Cal. November 14,2006) (screenshots of 
Y ouTube watch pages displaying advertising) 

Drummond Ex. 9 (GOOOOI-02656593-94) (Tab 12) 
("for legal reasons [ ... ] all ads/monetization on the 
watch pages for user generated content will need to 
come down. This will have a tremendous impact on 
inventory. ") 
(GOOOOI-02656593) 

Chang Ex. 36 (GOOOOI-00375061-65) (Tab 4) ("User 
uploads, which make up >95% of the playbacks, are ad
free in order to maintain our DMCA safe harboL") 
(GOOOOI-00375065) 

Chang Ex. 37 (GOOOOI-01004547-49) (Tab 5) (Chang: 
"Given copyright concerns, we don't monetize against 
user generated content.") (GOOOO 1-0 1004547) 

CH00117359 (Tab 35) (Watch page for "Thank God 
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37. YouTube concluded that tying 
advertisements to the videos on 
search result pages is the most 
profitable because users are drawn to 
Y ouTube in the first instance to 
search for so-called "premium" 
content. 

I'm a Country Boy" with advertising) 

Screenshots of Search Pages from Y ouTube generated 
on March 3,2010 (Tab 183-187) (Search terms are 
associated with the named Class Plaintiffs.) 

Eun Ex. 27 (GO0001-00238624-25) (Tab 25) 
(June 26,2007: "Our preliminary analysis indicates that 
anywhere from ~40% to as high as ~ 70% of search 
queries may involve premium terms. While the 
playbacks evidence a far smaller percentage of premium 
clips (as far as we can tell without digging too much 
under the hood), it seems that premium contentlbrands 
are an important element to bringing people into the YT 
house. My guess is that once they're in, they decide to 
stay awhile. I've asked to see if there's a difference in 
total views for people who come in through search vs. 
browsing vs. links in email; and whether there's a 
difference for those who have searched for premium 
terms.") (G00001-00238624) (emphasis added) 

Kordestani Ex. 20 (GOOOOI-0129580I-02) (Tab 79) 
("Inventory ... From a monetization perspective, the 
largest opportunity for revenue resides on the Y ouTube 
Search pages.") (G00001-01295802) 

Reider Ex. 11 (GOOOO 1-009078I8-I9)(Tab 100) 
(Reider: "we believe search will be stronger than watch 
(for now)- simply because it will take such a long time 
for all the watch content to be claimed and (for 
inventory levels to get huge - today all watch page 
inventory that can be sold is less than 20 million 
impressions/month so even at a $10 cpm that is 
$200,000 - split 70/30 among all partners.") (GOOOOI-
00907818) 

Gillette Ex. 9 (GOOOOI-00951481-83) (Tab 29) 
(Michelle Schlachta to YouTube -All: "In many cases, 
the very existence of Y ouTube is the reason why users 
are creating their content in the first place. Many people 
admittedly started using You Tube just to watch some of 
the copyrighted stuff, but were very drawn into the 
community aspect - and that's what makes them want to 
stic= [sic] around as dedicated Tubers today. When 
asked what keeps them here, this = s [sic] what some 
users told us.") (GOOOOI-00951482) 
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38. YouTube's business model was 
and is to create a substantial 
inventory of videos, including those 
with infringing content, in order to 
attract users for advertising and other 
monetization. 

April 16,2009 - Fair Disclosure Wire - Ql 2009 
Google Q&A Session - Final (Tab 141) (Jonathan 
Rosenberg: "what we're hearing from both viewers and 
advertisers is that they want premium content and the 
premium viewing experience.") (p. 4) 

Schmidt Tr. 109:20-21 (Tab 111) ("our policy from 
acquisition was to grow the user base.") 

Dunton Ex. 4 (GOOOOI-00507525-32) (Tab 14) (Chen: 
"concentrate all of our efforts in building up our 
numbers as aggressively as we can through whatever 
tactics, however evi1.") (GOOOOI-00507526) 

Karim Ex. 9 (JK00009871-72) (Tab 60) (Karim: "Our 
goal is to use funding to pursue a two-phased approach. 
First we will further grow our audience and reach to 
secure..our position as the #1 place for personal videos 
on the internet. Then we will monetize the audience we 
have acquired by hosting video ads.") (JK00009871) 

C. Hurley Ex. 33 (JK00005929) (Tab 45) (Commercials 
drive traffic to YouTube and prepared users for 
Y ouTube' s eventual introduction of advertising) 

King Ex. 7 (GOOOO 1-0 1998280-81) (Tab 70) ("Offer 
UMG the ad-inventory for the videos that we don't have 
publishing (we would have to run this by compliance) 
as a way to keep them live on YT (Block embeds)") 
(GOOOOI-01998280) 

King Ex. 2 (GOOOOI-01403792-93) (Tab 66) (Tony 
Lee, Technical Product Manager: "Music content is a 
key element to Youtube's success. Premium music 
content is the most watched genre of content on 
Y ouTube. Thus, it is imperative that we acquire, and 
allow content owners to claim, as much content as 
possible to promote the growth and success of 
YouTube ... In addition, the ingestion of audio files will 
allow us to match against audio portions of videos, thus 
giving content owners the ability to claim more 
content.") (GOOOOI-01403792) 

Chastagnol Ex. 8 (GOOOOI-01529251) (Tab 6) ("the 
only thing I would be concerned is if we open the tool 
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39. YouTube edits, reviews, 
promotes and distributes its inventory 
of videos across multiple media 

and they use it only for takedown without signing a deal 
with youtube to upload some of their content. because 
then just facilitate take downs.") 

Chang Ex. 32 (G00001-00059035) (Tab 3) (<<As agreed 
upon last week, we will also employ a sliding scale on 
rev shares for deals in which partner does *not* sell, 
with increases between 52 and 70% being based on the 
following subjective criteria: ... Willingness to 'claim' 
all user uploads unless they have not been cleared for 
online distribution.") (emphasis added) 

Chastagnol Ex. 19 (GO0001-00103004-06) (Tab 10) 
(Chastagnol writes: «I'm trying to get to the business 
the hardware and maintenance cost of adding 1 hour of 
video to the reference fingerprint database. The idea is 
that we may bill some of the companies wanting to block 
content on YT. And we would use this per hour cost for 
as price tag ... Assumption is 300,000 lookup daily, with 
5 min long lookup videos.") (GOOOO 1-00 103004) 

Ellerson Ex. 7 (G00001-02875707-19) (Tab 20) ("We 
will *not* generate ref fingerprint upon claiming by 
partner of UGC > video thru desc search. The reason we 
will no longer allow this feature [is] because we are 
going to open up CYC to non-partners who we do not 
think [we] can trust to review the content carefully 
enough. CYC should have the [same] level of 
functi onali ty for partners and non-partners.") (GOOOO 1-
02875707) 

King Ex. 13 (12112/08) (GOOOOI-01519154-55) (Tab 
71) (Sathya Sen writes: "The best that I can suggest, the 
same as Canal +, is 3 business days, with a cap on the 
number of claims (for Canal + it was a max of 10 over 3 
days) they can make. The reasons for this, even though 
it is a test setup, any claims they make will have to be 
processed and considered as a valid take down request. 
We don't want them using the test period to take down 
every piece of content they think violates copyright. We 
want to minimize the number of requests.") (G00001-
01519154) 

Seth Ex. 14 (GOOOOOI-02027618-02027619) (Tab 112) 
("We are being very proactive at this time and reaching 
out to users - however, we have to be very cautious and 
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platforms. make sure that users in this program know about 
copyright laws and obey them to the fullest extent 
possible. That is the tricky part. We provide online 
training, as well as use technology (Video Identification) 
and some human review.") 

Y ouTube Help Center 'Uploading ... Promoting 
Videos ... ("'Tag definition' ... Tags are keywords that 
describe videos. For example, a surfing video might be 
tagged with 'surfing,' 'water,' and 'waves.' Users who 
enjoy watching surfing videos can then search for any of 
those terms and the video associated with these tags will 
show up in their search results. Tags help you label 
videos you upload so that other people can find them 
more easily ... "Spotlight Videos" ... Y ouTube's 
members rate videos they like, and we pluck out some 
highly-rated and recent videos for consideration in the 
"Spotlight Videos" section of the home page and the 
spotlight videos on the "Categories" page. In addition, 
our programming team takes suggestions from users 
at editor@youtube.com and is always on the lookout for 
videos of interest.") (Tab 143) 

Dunton Tr. 29:23-30:6 (Tab 17): Q: Okay. And I'm 
asking what the people - what were the duties of the 
people who you referred to as 'content editors'? A: 
They were responsible for interacting with the 
community. They were generally the voice to the 
community. They were also responsible for choosing 
videos that would be featured on the Y ouTube.com 
Homepage. 

Dunton Tr. 94:9-14 (Tab 19): (A: Featured videos are 
videos on the YouTube.com Homepage that are selected 
from our -- from our base of videos. Q: Selected for 
what purpose? A: To highlight, to show entertaining, 
relevance, content for our community.") 

Patterson Tr. 15:6-9 (Tab 95) ("Q: One category of 
partners to whom Y ouTube syndicates content are 
wireless carriers and mobile handset device 
manufacturers, right? A: That's correct.") 

Patterson Tr. 18:18-19:4 (Tab 96) ("When did YouTube 
first begin syndicating content to partners in the devices 
that connect to televisions space? A: So in the most 
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40. Defendants generate revenue 
from the sale of advertising space on 
search result pages by matching 
keywords from searches with the 
metadata of the videos in YouTube's 

liberal interpretation, which would be a PC that can 
connect to a television, it would be when we started 
allowing YouTube videos to be embedded in other 
websites. Q: Okay. A: Or actually even just when we 
launched the Y ouTube service 'cause you can connect to 
a PC that has a browser. Q: If we exclude PCs from the 
equation - A: Okay. Q: -- and we are talking about 
things like set top boxes and gaming consoles and 
devices of that category. When did YouTube begin 
syndicating content to partners in that space? A: I believe 
the first partnership of that sort was also with Apple, and 
it was around Apple TV, and it may have been the exact 
same agreement that -- through which we made 
YouTube service available on iPhone.") 

Kacholia Tr. 49: 11-16 (Tab 55): ("Q: How does the 
search engine identify duplicates? .. A: Based on a 
fingerprint of the video.") 

Kacholia Tr. 163: 16-19 (Tab 56) ("But the functionality 
does omit duplicate copies of videos that are returned in 
response to a query; is that correct? A That's correct.") 

Kacholia Tr. 165:3-11 (Tab 57) ("Q Okay. Would you 
explain then in lay terms how it is that the search 
functionality determines which among the duplicates to 
display in response to a query? A Search functionality 
only displays one video. It filters out all the rest of the 
duplicates. And the video which is selected to be 
displayed is the highest-ranking video based on how this 
search function -- the algorithms that had ordered 
them.") 

Chang Ex. 36 (GO0001-00375061-65) (Tab 4) 
("Revenue will be generated from ads primarily on 
Search pages (40%) ... The most popular queries are 
for head content -- Music, Movies, TV, Celebrities, and 

- whose' holders' . ated 
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inventory. By selling advertising 
space that is tied to key words, 
advertising is thus targeted to the 
videos being searched on Y ouTub·e, 
including videos that infringe the 
rights of Class Plaintiffs. 

partnerships for us to obtain ... "Head, torso, and top 
user content also drive Y ouTube's monetary success 
two-fold. First, more partnerships means more content, 
which means more user searches. Searches command 
top ad CPMs (data here), and Y ouTube retains all 
Search revenue. Second, partnerships, especially with 
attractive media brands, bolster ad sales packages and 
and also create inventory for ads via their playbacks. 
Advertising potential is a deal priority in every region, 
particularly in EMEA and APLA.") (G00001-
00375065) 

G00001-00798356-57 (Tab 151) (Eun: "Preliminary 
analysis suggests that: users don't pay that much 
attention to what's in the chrome; as attractive as 
potential for display and other ads are for watch pages 
on YT, ads on search results can be significantly more 
lucrative (so arguing over rev shares of in-display [sic] 
or contextual ads with content owners is much ado 
about relatively little when compared to our 100% of 
search results).") (G00001-00798356) 

Kordestani Ex. 20 (G00001-01295801-02) (Tab 79) 
("Inventory ... From a monetization perspective, the 
largest opportunity for revenue resides on the Y ouTube 
Search pages.") (G00001-01295802) 

Kordestani Tr. 71: 16-22 (Tab 81) Q. And that's 
AdSense for content. There's also something called 
"AdSense for search." How does that work? A It's 
similar to searches on Google. So if a site has a web 
search where a user is searching on a different, let's say, 
Ask.com, then ads are triggered based on search terms. 

G00001-02816985-88 (Tab 169) (Chen: "I was hoping 
to do something quick to monetize that search results 
page in the mean time but not at all excluding future 
opportunities to further segment and target.") 
(GOOOO 1-02816986) 

Reider Ex. 11 (G00001-00907818-19)(Tab 100) 
(Reider: "we believe search will be stronger than watch 
(for now)- simply because it will take such a long time 
for all the watch content to be claimed and (for 
inventory levels to get huge - today all watch page 
inventory that can be sold is less than 20 million 
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impressions/month so even at a $10 cpm that is 
$200,000 - split 70/30 among all partners.") (G00001-
00907818) 

G00001-07165570-7165572 (Tab 174) (Matthew Liu: 
"Here at YT we have a very high priority in monetizing 
YT search pages. YT search is fundamentally different 
from Google.com, in that keywords are not always the 
best proxy for what a user may be interested in (it's less 
of a seek for information/products as a looser browse 
experience in many cases). Throw in some additional 
business/legal policy, we decided to roll forward with 
targeting search verticals instead of keywords. 
Basically, we wanted to have a keyword to vertical 
mapping system to bucket search queries into 
marketable categories that advertisers can purchase.") 
(GOOOO 1-07165570) 

G00001-02816985-2816988 (Tab 169) (Byrne: "We 
bundle inventory (site-wide category-targeted video ads 
/ banners) or approve Category targeting in Search ... I 
believe we can figure out a way to do this without 
violating safe harbor ... Chad's idea of using how the 
individual videos on the results page are categorized to 
project a Category for the entire Search Results page 
makes the most sense to me ... (I have a hard time 
understanding how we can target by Category on Watch 
Pages, but not in Search)") (G00001-02816985) 

G00001-02737286-87 (Tab 168) (Walk: "If Partner 
Monetization is the focus should we work less on 
monetizing the site for ourselves (search page 
monetization) and focus those efforts on making money 
for partners? Take that 300x250 slot and put it below 
the promoted videos?") (GO0001-02737286) 

Chang Ex. 29 (G00001-00500181-85) (Tab 2) ("The 
one caveat I would issue is that if we are able to open up 
watch pages to monetization through video 
fingerprinting and user-partner type programs, the 
monetization potential of watch changes significantly. 
Ultimately I think we will solve these problems, but 
these projections stand under current conditions.") 
(GOOOO 1-00500 181) 

Reider Ex. 9 ("Y ouTube Video Ads") (Tab 99) 
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"Benefits ... • Search and Category pages present 
content related to user interests at the moment of 
relevance, creating an attractive, contextually-relevant 
placement. . . -
• Target placements on Search pages by selecting from 
among YouTube's hundreds of content categories, 
triggered by relevant user keyword queries" 

Armstrong Ex. 18 (GOOOOI-00906824-52) (Tab 1) 
(Category-Based Sales Approach - Targeting ... 
Music ... Sports) (GOOOOI-00906837) 

GOOOOI-01644802-03 (Tab 159) ("YT Custom 
Taxonomy/Mapping* - Continuing efforts with Santa 
Monica office to create a new taxonomy and automated 
classification of search query terms and videos -
Interested parties are core product for community and 
ads targeting for monetization - joint effort - New YT 

-categories/subcategories to defined by next meeting") 
(GOOOOI-01644803) 

GO0001-06510250-06510252 (Tab 181) (Liu: 
"Updating Targeting Methodology for Y ouTube 
Search ... YouTube will take the search query and ping 
the CAT2 vertical server to return an ad vertical ( e.g. 
'nba' query maps to SportslBasketball' vertical") 

Reider Tr. 33:7-17 (Tab 104) ("Q: And does YouTube 
still engage with remnant networks today, or is that 
something that Y ouTube only did in the past? A: 
Today we have one. I believe one network, and that's 
the AdSense network Q: What is AdSense? A: 
AdSense is - it's a Google -- it's a Google product. It's 
- it's a -- I don't even know how to describe what it is. 
Q: What does it do? A It serves ads.") 

P. Walker Tr. 200:8-22 (Tab 120) ("Is AdSense applied 
to designating which ads appear on YouTube content? 
A: AdSense is an advertising system where text ads, 
currently text ads, might appear against certain types of 
content. Q: It's applicable to YouTube? A: We do 
use AdSense on YouTube. Q: Is there any other 
system or technology that's used for matching ads with 
the YouTube content? _. _ AdSense provides ads 
currently in text form against certain types of content. 
We also have in-video ads_ It's a different system.") 
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Kordestani Tr. 68:21-69: 14 (Tab 81) ("Q How exactly 
does Adsense work? Can you describe the process to 
me? A: It's basically a website identifies an area on 
their website where they like to have ads appear, and 
ads are either targeted based on keywords, if they have a 
search page, or if they have content on their page, we 
have a system that identifies relevant ads to the content 
on that page. Q: SO, for example, if you go to the last 
page of this Exhibit 2 that I've put in front of you, in the 
middle of page it says, 'AdSense for content 
automatically crawls the content of your pages and 
delivers text and image ads that are relevant to your 
audience and your site content." A: Yes. Q: Is that 
what you were describing, it crawls the content? A: 
Yes." 
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41. Defendants sold advertisements 
that appear on search result pages that 
display and link users to unauthorized 
copyrighted content of the named 
Class Plaintiffs. 

Dated: New York, New York 
March 15,2010 

000001-01332719-01332722 (Tab 179) (Chan: "Even 
if the intent/explanation doesn't hold true - there are 
certain DMCA limitations which don't allow us to 
monetize against certain keywords (e.g., if we find out 
South Park is heavily searched, we wouldn't necessarily 
be able to monetize that keyword in search)"). 

000001-07220441 (Tab 180) ("A new ad tag (e.g. 
you.resultslblacklistterm) will be used so that the 
frequency of blacklisted terms can be tracked.") 

Reider Ex. 13 (Tab 101) ("English Premier League 
2008" results) 
Reider Ex. 14 (Tab 102) ("manchester united" results 
with suggestions) 
Reider Ex. 15 (Tab 103) ("English Premier League 
2008" results) 

Screenshots of Search Pages from Y ouTube generated 
on March 3, 2010 (Tab 183-187) (Search terms are 
associated with the named Class Plaintiffs.) 

Respectfully submitted, 

~&~ 
Louis M. Solomon 
William M. Hart 
Hal S. Shaftel 
Noah Siskind Oitterman 
Elizabeth Anne Figueira 
PROSKAUER ROSE LLP 
1585 Broadway 
New York, NY 10036 
Telephone: (212) 969-3000 
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Email: lsolomon@proskauer.com 
-and-
Max W. Berger 
John C. Browne 
BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER & 
GROSSMANN LLP 
1285 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10019 
Telephone: (212) 554-1400 
Email: mwb@blbglaw.com 
Attorneys For Lead And Named Plaintiffs And 
Interim Class Counsel For The Prospective 
Class 

Daniel Girard 
Aaron Sheanin 
Christina Connolly Sharp 
GIRARD GIBBS LLP 
601 California Street, 14th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94108 
-and-
Gerald E. Martin 
Laurel Johnston 
BARRETT JOHNSTON & PARSLEY 
217 Second Avenue North 
Nashville, TN 37201 
-and-
Kevin Doherty 
BURR & FORMAN LLP 
700 Two American Center 
3102 West End Avenue 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Attorneys for Cal IV Entertainment LLC 

David S. Stellings 
Annika K. Martin 
LIEFF CABRASER HEIMANN & 
BERNSTEIN, LLP 
250 Hudson Street, 8th Floor 
New York, NY 10017-2024 
Tel. (212) 355-9500 
Fax. (212) 355-9592 
-and-
Jacqueline Charlesworth 
James E. Hough 
MORRISON & FOERSTER 
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1290 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10104 
Phone (212) 468-8158 
Facsimile (212) 468-7900 
Attorneys for the National Music Publishers' 
Association, Rodgers & Hammerstein 
Organization, Stage Three Music (US), Inc., 
Edward B. Marks Music Company, Freddy 
Bienstock Music Company d/b/a Bienstock 
Publishing Company, and Alley Music 
Corporation 

Christopher Lovell 
Christopher M. McGrath 
LOVELL STEW ART HALEBIAN LLP 
61 Broadway, Suite 501 
New York, New York 10110 
Telephone: (212) 608-1900 
Facsimile: (212) 719-4677 
-and-
Jeffrey L. Graubart 
LAW OFFICES OF JEFFREY L. 
GRAUBART 
350 West Colorado Boulevard, Suite 200 
Pasadena, California 91105-1855 
Telephone: (626) 304-2800 
Facsimile: (626) 304-2807 
-al1d-
Steve D'Onofrio 
5335 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. Suite 950 
Washington, D. C. 20015 
Telephone: (202) 686-2872 
Facsimile: (202) 686-2875 
Attorneysfor The Music Force Media Group 
LLC, The Music Force LLC, and Sin-Drome 
Records, Ltd. 
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TO: 

Andrew H. Schapiro, Esq. 
A. John P. Mancini, Esq. 
Matthew D. Ingber, Esq. 
MA YER BROWN LLP 
1675 Broadway 
New York, NY 10019-5820 
Telephone (212) 5062500 
Facsimile (212) 262 1910 

David H. Kramer, Esq. 
Mi chael H Rubin, Esq. 
Bart E. Volkmer, Esq. 
WILSON SONSINI GOODRICH & ROSATI 
650 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
Telephone (650) 493 9300 
Facsimile (650) 493-6811 

Attorneys for Defendants 
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!!l' .... .. 

To; 'David Eun' <deun@google.com:>, "Chad Hurley" <chad@youtube.co~>, " .... ________ ., 
Maxcy' <ehris@youtube.com:>, 'Jordan Hoffner" <jhoffner@google.com:>, "Wendy Chang" 
<wchang@google.com> 
From; 'kyen@google.com" <kyen@google.com> 
Co: 
Bee: 
Received Date: 2007-11-()9 02:21 :59 CST 
Subject: EMG Strategy -- Monettzation 'chapter' 

The attached captures my thoughts and suggestions on YT Partner 
Monetization. 
It will be merged into an uber doc/report, but wanted to provide a preview 
in case anyone is interested. 

Looking fwd to syncing on this Fri AM (but thoughts more than welcomed 
before that, toot). 

Regards, 
Kevin A. Yen 

If you received this communication by mistake. please don't forward it to 
anyone else (it may contain confidential or privileged Information), please 
erase all copies of It, Including all attachments, and please let the sender 
know it went to the wrong person. Thanks. 

Attachments: 

YT Monetization- EMG Strategy 2008. doc 

HigbJ.:y Con:f.idential 

C\l~ 

GOO001-003750H 
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YOUTUBE: ,2008 PARTNER MONETIZA TION PLAN~CORETHOUGHTS 
Kyvin Yqn, 1, VQ8/Q7 . 4-0002 

I. CQNTEN'l' r.AA.'l':NERSmf'S VOU'l'lfflE MISSlON 
Obtain for users the most .co.mpreoonS:iv.c· coUectionofonJine Video anywhere, byoffcring.to cOJUent 
providers ihe best,.sustajnabl~v.aliJ~ }?l'()p()sition(itl\}ne¥,ptotnQtjbn; pata!in tneindustxy,' 

n.·ED~l.1'lTVl.t ·S'QMMA.RY 
Ih.2008, we· willextend Je.adershipfu segments whereuwe are #1 today, and establish keysu.<icesses in 
se~ments Where W~ ate n!;)tyet 1fl. . 

Ol:JrcUl1ent·Part·ne}'~ ·4a;ve}jeen p1e~~thtlSf"H' with thyprolilQtibnal belleuts ofb¢ipgou YOlrtub~ 
but .aredernandmg grt<~tei:' tetutns.,.tnainlymonetary~ohJMit: efforts:, WeWiUincrea,se partner 
payouts,as \yell<is()UJ;' vI1!ueprqp~itioni:!s, ~whoie, 

I. ·p~s·BenditingAIl.P~~~ 
:i ... 'Vi .. tt ·u·· 

A. Increase Mo.netimtion: througn:improved ad sales;. better discovery~inventQry.optimization 
".K¢ p~, enq¢n.cies:Paq i . in Jqr .ad sw.es;. ·roduct .i1tnr.i . tionls~~c.h;w~twI(,)t'·· t-oOlotions 

R: S:trerigthen Proiriotion~ throughformal sttidies, .hener discOvery, and promotion commitments 
~. Key Deperid~hcie~; Reslllts of $tudies; productpay'igatl9n1sea.r'ch;b<:i4n~e witbad sales org 

C ne~ .lnsigl1t: through Ulore·detailed data and :reponing 
-1{ey Depenctencies:Prod1.lct lepmting· tbQls 

0, PlmJ~ Mana~·Conten.:t With Content ID, especi!Uly in the Head 
~~yDepe.ti~en9itys.: Pa,rtner'\¥i1lingn~~s;~RO.l.Jor ParlileI:~:especjany·rights;pJ:{)dJJcti:ui;Cu:r~cy 

2, §e~nt~S.pooitlc:PlaJl~ 
We· wi~la,J$Q gOhtirtne t.oplJrSl;le ~ach :s~gD.le:!1t . .h~s.w pft :ovn$u¢,¢¢s.S P.i .i;'aC!h s~gme:Q):; 
A. Head -·Create~ysucc;es.se8.to 'build on . 

~C:9nc¢i'lttateql.1 ~rl~Y ~~~}?3-,~t Qnllrte-'P~Qr1riit.lg ;head q(j·mei1t aJrc;1 wlUing paqQ#ts 
-[HMG ASK] Commit :grMO to :catalyze progress, re-assessd~al.envirQnment 
- tmPQtUlIlCe.: Users always want· tqp ¢()htent; key JO ad $a1eslpacJcaging; c(jmpetitiofl stiJ1 inte.nse 
-Dependencies: PaJtner willingness; ad blocking; monetization.ratejprotectoo ~reams 

. R T()~(lljd14~);.Ci'eate success Pa$eS, ext.~rtd #1 Position 
- :C:reatestrong .re.venue-success cases, with Spans, Comedy. HealthfBeauiy, Music 
~ Inct~as~.sc.alal:>ka,cquisition ()ffQrtSc,esl?cc;jailrip wpvorticals 
-(jpp:ottanc~;:Nic@ cQnteintis~~mab~,¢om.petitiveadvantage 

- I?~penQencii~s: <::urrenl pa~b .0]( .. . . 
·C~Torso: (orlg web seti~): SUpport. siZe the 6pWi'J:unity 

.~ Assess user (leInand ... 
-A$es.s adv~rt~~r fl.ttr~iVeneS$ 
-Jmportance:New, emerging m.odel.·;forp1."od'U~~9n 
- p~~.Jl9(1n(*s: Cotnp~ti~iol.1aggre$s.iv~lyyYi,ng fQt. .~);1iSYOflt~rtt 

'D.. Top User: 'Extend #1 position . 
,.,.oP~l1 V~el." Partner prograrrtto mQre !lS~ts 
-Impo.rtance: 'Centraltb:andpopularwiih YT community 
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4-0003 

ill. DETAILED STRATEGIC PLAN AND ANALYSIS 

HEAD TORSO (niche) TORSO (OriglflCllvveb) TOP USER 

2008 MAl N GOAL 

Target Content (sample) 

Existing Partners 
(sample) 

2007 PERFORMANCE 

#, % partners (% on rev 
share agmt) 

#,%titles 

#, % playbacks 

Ad sell-through rate 

$ payouts: 
Aggregate 
top 3 
median 

2008 PLAN/ACTIONS 

Increase Monetization 

Create key Create success 
cases Support, size the 

successes to build opportunity 
on 

Extend #1 position 

NFL 
Emeril 

Maybe others 
Ultimate Fighting Quarter Life 
This Old House 

CBS NationalGeo Next New Networks 
NBA NHL Lonely Girl 
Universal Music Ford Models 

Optimize promotion systems for ad inventory 
Create demographic bundles for ad sales (Zurich tOOl). 
Tie in to major, sponsored promotions (e.g., YouChoose) 
Work with Product to Improve discovery of partner content. 
Continue to evangelize with ad sales. 

Highlight in sales 
package 

Create scalable, 
sucoess cases with 
Sports. Music, 
Comedy, 
Healthy/Beauty 
(Subsidize H 
necessary). 

- Segment-Specific Have partners 

Highly Confidential 

Allow partner to sell commit to schedule 
own ads of top content. 

Use head content to 
sell overall media 
bundle 

Deploy AFC with 

Extend #1 position 

numerous 

Smash 
Lisa Nova 
theWineKone 

Open to more users 

GOO001-00375063 

~' .. 
I 
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,Sj;lIElct, parneflJ 

AllOw partner to ~II 
()wt.i.~ds 

Qua!1t1fy ben~it using TOoI~r data. 
Strengthen Promotion ,OreateptomotiOn,sprQgr8m With MarketltlgcanO AdS.ales. 

• WQrk With P:t'o.QUqt ~o i(nprov~9i~~ry of~rJri¢r {;9f1t~nt. 

~)ge Contoot:{Content ' (St,iba.idjzf;l7) 

"Product 

KEYEX'TERNAL 
VARIABLE;S 

EMGASKS 

Irnpr.Qv~d Discov.ery 
TWlbard.~~ 
Capabilities lor "Partner Sells~ 
Ad blocking 

, :Ptotect~~tri1lar:T:ls 

Attractiveness of CQnteotlb.undles 
C,PMs 
Sell·through rate 
Adbl'ookin~ " , " 

MpJu pe.tf<?!Ui~~· 

"Scarcity.' 
aPPrQaql) lWMG), 

Dailyshow:com 
pefFoll)1ance. 

Piirtner 
wllQngness. 

, My$paye 
,a'ggressiveness. 

.IV~ROLEOF ,CONTENT PARTNERSHIPS IN YOUTUBEJSiSUCCESS 

4~004 

Contentpartners-- across thebeau, tnrso. ,and topusers;--arecritical t6YbuTube~s: success in every 
way: 
,- User ,Experi¢rtGe: (co:mp:t:ehei1~iveJ;1e.s,s) 
.,. Searoh (qu~ries) , , 
~ Ad Sa1es($¢:4rPhes;bniriQs.lhvenWry} 

The roqst.pqpu{w. querie~aretQthe~:coQteht-- ;M1JSiq. MQy.ie:s. TV, C¢.)¢briti¢$, an(l 8pqrts ~- whose 
,rights holders :requlre negotiated:partnerships tor us to obtain, To~o cof!ten!j's ,'~S)lst~91~~ 
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stJ:~te.gicdiffer~n~tor f<:Jl'llS, .~ the tq"rso·sttengtl\~nsGobg'elYbU1;'ul?e'& l~a,dership ··ill 
:¢O.mprebcn$.jvc:n¢.~s auo ,is cXttcmeJyeQ.·$tly" tOr CQ¥n,Pt.tiror$ w. ~J.lplicate. OlJ;1" (eve~~r.Qgr!U11S for 
top .Ulle;rs.allowus to wnLiuQl:< qurPrilna,c;y·~origiruill.y t:ryatetlcon\en~, al10ther key video categ~)1:y. 
Alltheae· p~rships ,arepar4tOOunt in YOQ.l\ib.e·s.¢Ontinu.«l.$u.cc~ss •. ·a$ ~m.p~tition g~wsunab~ed 
{e. g .. , allillanQ fue(iciilystloW.()9.tn l~lmcl:tesJ alld$ alw~YS jUl~t .~ clic;kaway. . 

Bead, torso.· and. top user content also drive YouTube~s monetary success tWQ~fold. P'li:st,more 
pa:rthe;rship~ nleap.sn}Ol'C content. wlllCh nteaus mpreuser sCl<lr<~h(:$,Scatch~s COll1Inam(t9Pa.d 
ePMs (data here), and YouTube ret.ains all Search revenue~ Second, partnerships, especially with 
atlrt\.Ctive m~ia branqs, bolster~d$ales p~cka,~es. an,d·~9.al~09r~t~ m;v~ntory foradsvia·~h('!it 
la.backs. Advertisin· otential is: a deal ·riori·move· Ie ion, icuUu:lin EMEAand APLA. 
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Redacted Pursuant to Protective Order 
at Request of Defendants 

To: 
From: 
Cc: 
Bec: 
Received Date: 
Subject: 

"Thomas Meehan-Ritter" <tritter@google.com::> 
"Werdy Chang" <wchang@google.com> 
"David Rolefson' <drolefson@google.com> 

2008-03-11 11 :40:01 CST 
Re: FW: [DeaLreview] Re: FMG: YT deals under 70%7 

I hear you. Given that only 2% of YT playbacks are monetizable, I'm 
thinking it will take us a long time to get there -- unfortunately. For the 
most part, the team is trying to give them up to 1 00% revsharas for the 
first 6 months, and then go back down to the 55% revshare thereafter, so 
hopefully there won't be too many with high revshares indefinitely. 

On Tue, Mar 11, 2008 at 4:24 PM, Thomas Meehan-Ritter <tritter@google.com> 
wrote: 

> That makes sense. Thanks for the additional color, Wendy. 
> 
> As I'm sure you know, the hard part will be reducing these revenue shares 
> over time once we have built up the business. We have been able to get rid 
> of most media buys aOO guarantee deals in AdSense but we haven't had much 
> success in reducing revenue shares for Direct partners. Revenue shares have 
> only grown over time. We're hoping to reverse that trend this year :) 
> 
> Thanks, 
> -Thomas 
> 
> -------------------
:;. 'From:' Wert:Jy Chang [mallto:wchang@google.com] 
> 'Sent:' Tuesday, March 11, 2008 1 :28 PM 
> 'To:' Thomas Meehan-Ritter 
:;. 'Cc:' David Rolefson 
> 'Subject:* Re: FW: [DeaUeview) Re: FMG: YT deals under 70%? 
> 
:;. Hi Thomas --
> 
:;. Thanks for reacling out. The nature of YT business model is very 
> different from traditional Adsense business. First, we're still at a very 
> nascent stage of our business cycle, and are therefore still trying to 
> significantly build our partnership base. I think if you look at 
> traditional adsense revshares, you would likely see that we initially gave 
> away higher revshares or even guarantees to grow that business initially. 

> Also, content partners are an essential part of YT business, as they 
> provide monetizable inventory for our ad sales team to sell against. Given 
:;. copyright concems, we don't monetize against user generated content. We 
> want to be able to close these big partnerships and hopeful that higher 
> revshare will ease that sliahtlv. Further the hiaher revshares are thouaht 
> to be an incentive for our partners to claim content (e.g. if a user 
> uploads a video that includes partner content, then we want the partner to 
> 'claim" that video and allow us to monetize against it). We have seen that 
> for partners that are Incentivized to claim, they generally are doing more 
> of it, and thus allowing us to build up monetization. 
> 
:> To be Clear, hOwever, the higher revshare are not for all partners. Ail 
> of our torso and user partners are at 55%. The higher revshares are only 
> for a select short list of partners, those who would normally request a 
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:> guarantee, but in which we are not giving (with exception of music which is 
:> a whole other model, we are not giving any guarantees). EMG has approved to 
> go up to 80% revshares for this upper tier of partnerslips. 
> 
> Wendy 
:> 
> On Tue, Mar 11, 2008 at 1 :21 PM, Thomas Meehan-Aitter <tritter@google.com:> 
> wrote: 
:> 
:>:> Hi Wendy, 
:» 
> > Do we really wantJneed to go this high on YT deals? This would be 70% 
:> :> of recognized, right, (with no deductions)? 
» 
> > I'm just bringing it up as part of our company-wide initiative 10 take a 
:>:> hard look at our TAC and find opportunities to reduce TAC margins (while 
> > maintaining or increaSing Net Revenue on an absolute basis). 
:» 
:>:> We have agreed to reduce the Online revenue share for several products 
> > (Mobile AFC Online, AdSense for Games Online) and are actively considering a 
>:> reduction in AFC Online. On the Direct AdSense side, we are working on new 
:> :> revenue share guidelines that will likely decrease TAC by 5 to 10 percentage 
> :> points across the board. 
» 
:» Thanks, 
> > -Thomas 
» 
:>:> ----------_ •••••••••• _ •••• 
:> :> ~From: .. David Eun [mailto:deun@google.oomJ 
:> :> 'Sent" Tuesday, March 11, 2008 10:33 AM 
> > *To:* Talla Dear 
:> > ·Cc:" Deal Review Team 
> > "SubJect: .. [Deal_review] Re: FMG: YT deals under 70%? 
» 
> > Talia, 
:» 
> > If I recall, I just reminded Jordan to revise everyone's understanding 
> > of our standard YT deals, i.e., from 55% to up to 70%. I think anything 
> > "non-standard' Should continue to come to FMG, where we can continue to 
> > determine whether it makes sense to send to EMG. 
» 
> > Agree? 
> > D-
» 
> > On Mon, Mar 10,2008 at 11:02 PM, Talia Dear <talla@googJe.com:>wrote: 
» 
> > > Hi Dave, how are you? 
> > > I talked with Jordan today - it SOtIlds like you may not want to 
> > > continue seeing YT content deals [n FMG as long as they are under 70% rev 
> > > share (and don't have any other aspects that would send it to FMG). Is this 
> > > accurate? 
»> 
> > > Let me know if you no longer need to see these deals in FMG -
> > > otherwise, we will continue to send deals with over 55% rev share to FMG 
> > > (over 70% 180''/0 claimed to EMG). 
>:» 
:> :> > Thank you, and have a good night! 
»>Talia 
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»> 
»> 
»>-
> > > Talia Dear 
:>:>:> Google, Inc. 
>;>;> Compliance Specialist 
> > > 1600 ParkWay 

» 
» 
»> 
:> :> :> "If you received this communication by mistake, please don't forward 
> > > it to anyone else (it may contain confidential or privileged information), 
> > ;> please erase all copies of it, including all attachments, and please let the 
> > > sender know it went to the wrong person. Thanks.' 
>;> 

» 
» 
» 
> >-
»David Eun 
> > NY: 212-565-8070 
> > CA: 650-253-1993 
>;> 

;> > ====;::===========:::=== 
> > ·CONFIDENTIAL1TY. This email may be confidential or privileged. If you 
> > received this communication by mistake, please don't forward it to anyone 
> > else, please erase all copies and attachments, and please let me know that 
> > it went to the wrong person. Thank you." 
» 
> 
> 
> 
>-
> If you received this communication by mistake, please don't forward it to 
> anyone else (it may contain confidential or privileged information), please 
> erase all copies of it, including all attachments, and please let the sender 
> know it went 10 the wrong person. Thanks. 
> 

If you received this communication by mistake, please don't forward IT to 
anyone else (it may contain confidential or privileged Information), please 
erase all copies of it, including all attachments, and please let the sender 
know it went to the wrong person. Thanks. 
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To; 
From: 
Cc: 

Wendy Chang <wchang@google.com> 
Alex Ellerson <ellerson@google.com> 
Tracy Patrick Chan <.iracyc@googfe.com;:. 

Bec; 
Received Daie: 2007-06-1214:59:03 CST 
Subject: Re: 

Hey Wendy, 

Atlached is the MG recommendation that we made to Dave. Likely more than 
you want 10 read, so you might want to just look at the Exec Sum on tOP, and 
perhaps also the third recommendation in section II, whiCh is reviSiting rev 
share terms, 

Best, 
Alex 

On 6111/07, Wendy Chang wrote: 
> 

.! ~. ... III • .. • 

:> On 6/11/07, Alex Ellerson wrote: 
:» 
>:> ThaI would be perfect. Thanks very much, Tracy. 
» 
» 
> > On 6/11/07, Tracy Patrick Chan wrote: 
»:> 

> > > That makes sense, I'll see what data I can mine".in the product 
:> > :> release later this week, we'll be getting in partner flags In the database. 
:> > > so I can work with the data mining team to gel some (hopefully) really 
> :> :> inEigh1fuf data. That said, can we put a deadline on this for early next 
»> week? 
>:» 
> > > On 6/11/07, Alex EJlerson wrote: 
»» 
> > :> > Hey Wendy & Tracy: 

:»:> 

»> 
»> 
»:> 

»> 
»> 
»:> 

»> 
»> 
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»» 
> :> :> > Does that make sense? 
»:» 
> ;> :> ;> Thanks very much. 
»» 
>:>;>;> Best, 
> > »Alex 
»:>:> 

»:> 

»> 
»> 
>;> >--
> > > -------------"--"-------------------
;> ;> > Tracy PatricK Chan 
;> > > Sales 
>:>;> Phone: 
»> 
> :> ;> 'This email and the Information it contains are confidential and may 
> :> :> be privileged. If you have received this email in error please notify 
> > > me immediately. You should not copy it for any purpose, or disclose 
;> :> > its contents to any other person. Inteme1 communications are not 
> :> > secure and, therefore, 600gle does not accept legal responsibility for 
;> > > the contents of this message as it has been transmitted over a public 
> > > network. Jf you suspect the message may have beertintercepted or 
> ;> ;> amended please call me .• 
» 
» 
>:> 
> 
> 
>-
;> This email and the information it contains are confidential and may be 
> privileged. If you flave received this email in error"please notify me 
> immediately. You should not copy it for any purpose, or disclose its 
> contents to any other person. Intemet communications are not secure and, 
> therefore, Google does not accept legal responsibility for the contents of 
> this message as it has been transmitted over a public network. If you 
> suspect the message may have been intercepted or amended please call me. 
> 

Attachments: 

MG Overview for Content Partnerships {}3-27 -2007 FINAL.ppt 
MinlmLm Guarantee Recommendation Memo -6.1.07-.doc 
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Content Partnerships Partner Payrnent 
Overview 

Marcil 26, 2007' 




